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o begin with, let me congratulate the Finance Minister for
presenting to the nation an all-inclusive, forward-looking and
growth-oriented budget. This certainly happens to be the first
full-fledged budget of the NDA government, which had generated a spate
of expectations from various stakeholders of the economy, and rightly
so. In the first nine months of its tenure, the government had articulated
many policy announcements, schemes and programs, and the time has
turned most opportune now for designing the strategy for their actual implementation and
delivery. And this is what we believe the budget promises to do.
The groundwork of course, was created by the remarkable performance of the economy.
Not surprisingly, the latest Economic Survey assures us that India has reached “a sweet
spot”, which is considered to be rare in the history of nations, and in effect, could launch
the country on “a double-digit medium term growth trajectory”. We have already seen a
major turn around in various key parameters of economic performance – be it a sharp
retreat of inflation rate, better management of our external accounts, expansion in foreign
exchange reserves, improvement in investment sentiments, manifesting in the Sensex
behavior and increased capital flows or beginning of a cycle for interest rates easing.
The economy has also been blessed with halving of international crude oil prices, bringing
in its wake substantial fiscal bonanza. In addition, our Prime Minister has promoted ‘brand
India’ througb his vision convincingly conveyed through bis charisma, foreign forrays
sincirity of purpose. This in turn has created a promising climate for foreign investments
in various strategic sectors, including infrastructure and defense manufacturing.
In substance, this is a near perfect position for the economy’s takeoff, and the Finance
Minister has endeavored not to leave any stones unturned to embark upon a truly
comprehensive development strategy. And all this he has sought to do despite the shrinking
of the fiscal space in the wake of devolution of large tax revenues to the States under
recommendations of the Fourteenth Finance Commission. MEDC, of course supporrts
such fiscal empowerment of the States and believe that it would propel them to ensure
better and more productive use of these extra resources.
Surely, the budget has multiple facets, but what have inspired us more are some of the
powerful proposals for building up infrastructure and private enterprise driven economy,
namely, [a] the thrust on infrastructure investment, including on roads and railways, and
setting up National Investment and Infrastructure Fund; [b] the creation of a Micro Units
Development Refinance Agency (MUDRA) Bank, with a substantial corpus to support
promotion of micro enterprises, with priority to be given to SC/ST enterprises; [c] the Atal
Innovation Mission (AIM), which will be an Innovation Promotion Platform involving
academics, entrepreneurs, and researchers and draw upon national and international
experiences to foster a culture of innovation, R&D and scientific research in the country;
[d] detailing of 13-point socio-economic goals for the vision of “Team India” – the Amrut
Mahotsav marking the 75th year of India’s independence in 2022; and [d] series of steps
for creating a universal social security system for all Indians, specially the poor and the
under-privileged.
One can go on to reflect upon the evolving architecture of India’s new economic policy
strategy. But suffice it to say that so much has been unveiled and now so much more needs
to be deciphered and actually implemented upon.
Before I close my observations, let me also take this opportunity to congratulate our
Railways Minister Mr. Suresh Prabhu, whose maiden budget has also been acclaimed for its
highly professional, futuristic and growth oriented approach. In his pursuit of transforming
railways as an engine of India’s development, I am sure there will be significant growth
opportunities open to our MSME sector.
Finally, in the context of Maharashtra, I also hope that alongside the effort to promote
International Finance Centre in Gujarat [GIFT] through various policy supports under the
new framework of financial SEZ, the long-pending legitimate claims of Mumbai as the IFC
are also reckoned with. MEDC looks forward to work together with our state government
to achieve this aim
All in all, exciting times are before us; and the economy would move on to the next stage
of sustainable high growth of 8 to 8.5%. …………….
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The Draft Development Plan
for Mumbai.
Mr. Chandrashekhar Prabhu
Consulting Editor

T

he Draft Development
Plan for Mumbai has been
announced and citizens have
been asked to give their suggestions
and objections within a period of
sixty days. We have therefore decided
to publish a portion of the Executive
Summary of the Development Plan
in this issue. We request our readers
to give us their suggestions and their
objections if they feel that MEDC
should represent them and make a
detailed presentation on their behalf
before the Municipal Corporation.
Alternatively we would also
appreciate if they write directly to
the MCGM and mark a copy to us,
We have studied the Draft
Development Plan and have already
made our opinion clear through
our preliminary remarks to the high
officials of the MCGM. In a meeting
held in the standing committee
room of the MCGM the author
was invited by the Chairman of
the Standing Committee to present
his views as an eminent expert in
the subject of Urban Planning,
Urban Design, Urban Management,
Housing etc.We spared no efforts
to study the documents available to
us and presented a critique on the
Development Plan which would
affect the lives of all persons who
stay in, work in, visit Mumbai. Here
are few of the points which have
been registered with the MCGM
along with many other suggestions/
objections.
In the initial part of the Development
Plan is the intent, amongst other
things, to improve the quality of
3
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life and to convert the city into an
international commercial capital.
While the intent is laudable, it
cannot be the sole intent or the main
intent of a development plan for
a city which houses more than 12
million people, most of whom have
inadequate shelter. No quality of
life can come unless the population
has adequate shelter. Adequate
shelter can be defined as adequate
space within the house, adequate
spaces within the building and the
compound of the place of residence,
adequate open spaces, adequate
public amenities, adequate means
of public transportation, adequate
access to the place of work, adequate
opportunities for maintaining good
health and gaining knowledge
through good means of education,
amongst several other things. It is
our firm belief that any city which
gives all its citizens adequate shelter
would definitely qualify for race to
convert itself into the international
financial capital. Any city which has
a majority of its residents living in
totally inadequate shelter will never
qualify to reach any international
bench marks, forget being designated
as the financial capital and so on.
Mumbai, by virtue of the historical
past, developed around major
infrastructure projects such as the
port, the stock exchange, bollywood
, the educational institutions,
technological institutions, and due
to these and other valid reasons,
has already being designated the
financial capital of the country. By
virtue of the fact that there are no

other cities of substantial size in
the countries neighboring us, this
status could well be extended to
the SAARC region. However, if we
have to pitch ourselves to be rated
high amongst the cities providing
international standards of financial
activities, we need to use the tool of
the development plans very clearly to
identify our immediate, middle term
and long term goals. Unless such
goals are achievable and we have a
road map which is realistic enough
to help us take a quantum leap, we
would only be fooling ourselves.
The Development Plan clearly
identifies what is internationally
accepted as a standard norm to
define affordability when it comes to
the housing sector. Five years annual
income of an employed person, self
employed person, businessman or
any person gainfully occupied, is a
good measure of the price at which
he can afford to buy himself a
house. It is generally assumed that
the person will be able to service the
loans taken for buying a house if the
prices are within the five year income
range. Taking this as a benchmark
let us come to the realities which
stare us in our face when it comes to
Mumbai. The island city of Mumbai
can be broadly divided into four
segments.
The first is the segment which
is closest to the waterfronts like
Colaba, Cuffe Parade, Marine Drive,
Malabar Hills, Peddar Road. Napean
Sea Road, Altamount road, Warden
road, Tardeo, Haji Ali, Worli Sea
Face, Dadar Shivaji Park, Mahim
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etc. In these areas the selling price
of the flats can reach a height of 1.5
lakhs per sq foot and the cheapest
would not be less than Rs 40000 per
sq feet. A flat in this area cannot
be bought for less than four to five
crores. This means that a person
who can afford to buy a house in
this area would have to have an
income of crore rupees per year or
eight to ten lakhs rupees per month.
Even half a percent of population
does not have this kind of income.
Then we have the areas between
the belt mentioned earlier and the
areas around railway stations. From
Marine Lines on one side to Bombay
central and further down to Parel,
Hindu Colony - Parsi colony, five
gardens till Sion. The prices in these
areas are slightly lower than those in
the earlier mentioned areas but are
yet unaffordable to more than 99%
of the population.
The third segment would cover the
rest of the island city minus the
slums in Wadala, Dharavi etc. Here
too, the price of a flat would be
in the two crore range if it is in a
relatively down market area.
The fourth segment constitutes large
slum pockets including Dharavi,
Wadala, Antop hill etc. some of the
SRA schemes in these areas have
also fetched high prices making
them unaffordable to a large section
of the local population.
Similarly in the Suburbs of Mumbai,
you have the portion between the
western railway line up to the water
front being the area fetching the
highest price.
The portion between the western
railway line up to the western
express highway and beyond comes
next when it comes to costly
accommodation.
The portions between the central
railway line and LBS Marg and
beyond on one side, and the central
4
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line and some portions between
the CR line and the eastern express
highway on the other have seen
increase in prices.
Then comes the segment comprising
of the remaining portions minus
the large slum pockets and other
obvious down market areas, and
the last portion being the slums in
Mankhurd and other similar down
market areas.
Even in Dahisar the farthest suburb
on the suburban line of the Western
Railway, we cannot find flats less
than a crore of rupees if one were
to look for a decent size. That would
make the entire city of Mumbai
unaffordable to more than 98% of
the population.
The Development Plan should have
understood the ground realities
and should have taken up a task
of ensuring that housing becomes
more affordable. Instead the
planners have resorted to using the
tool of increasing the FSI and then
leaving the city to the mercy of the
market forces. The arguments given
in favour of such an approach state
that increase in FSI would bring in
more supply of housing units and
with the supply increasing the prices
will go down. The theory advanced
is that if the supply comes close to
and sometimes exceeds the demand
then the prices are bound to go
down, and the market forces are
supposed to be playing an important
role in this game.
This very theory can be disputed
with case studies undertaken in the
recent past and also experiences of
the past which are well understood
and documented in Mumbai. The
island city of Mumbai had an FSI
of 1.33. This was increased to 1.66
for MHADA, and then increased to
3.19 for reconstruction projects of
MHADA, andfinally to 4. For the
old and dilapidated cessed building
2.00 FSI was given and this was then
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increased to 2.5 then to 3 and also
to an imaginary number which can
be calculated by giving a minimum
of 300 sq feet carpet area per family
and adding to this 50%-60% FSI as
an incentive. Under DC rule 33(7),
we have seen FSI sanctioned up to
7, 8, sand 10 and so on.
Then came the fungible FSI and all
these numbers could be improved
by an additional 35%. Technically
Mumbai already is entitled to and
consumes substantially high FSI.
Every time that the FSI was sought
to be increased the argument was
the same that is presently given
while announcing the Development
Plan- that increase in FSI will bring
down the sale prices making housing
more affordable . The increase
was not restricted to residential
developments. Every time the FSI
was increased on vacant plots as
well as plots reserved for industrial
purposes or commercial purposes,
the same argument was advanced.
When there was a move to scrap
the Urban Land Ceiling Act, we
were told that the market would be
flooded with supply and that the
prices will come down substantially.
This too never happened.
We and almost all other experts have
been shouting from the rooftops
saying that the assumption that
prices will become affordable due to
these measures was wrong. We have
time and again been proved correct.
It doesn’t require much expertise to
predict that increase in FSI in a city
like Mumbai does not bring down
the prices. There are several reasons
for this but we will not go deep
into this due to paucity of space.
However the writing on the wall is
bold and clear. Increase in FSI in
Mumbai does not make housing
more affordable.
It was expected that the Development
Plan would address the issue of
affordable housing and incorporate
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it in the prime objectives of the
development plan. This doesn’t
appear to have been on the priority
list of those who tried their hand to
tamper the planning processes of
the mega polis.
In any planning process it is
absolutely essential to get data
about the ground realities in the city
and also to conduct an exercise to
determine the carrying capacity of
different areas within the city, and
also make an attempt to determine
and understand the carrying capacity
of the city as a whole. Realizing
the challenges that the city is likely
to face in the near future, a multi
disciplinary group comprising of
reputed organizations such as the
IIT, NEERI, prominent schools of
urban planning and architecture,
prominent institutes of social
sciences and experts drawn from
all disciplines got together and
put together a research paper on
determining the carrying capacity
of Mumbai. This research paper was
sent to the Municipal Corporation
as well as to the government with a
request to take it further and enrich
it with more data and analysis so
that a holistic view could be taken
on the carrying capacity of the city.
Needless to say, that it was clear
that all areas within Mumbai do
not have adequate infrastructure to
support the needs of the existing
population. It was therefore
expected that those in authority
would estimate the costs required
to put together an infrastructure
which could satisfy the needs of the
present users. The infrastructure
could then be augmented, and the
surplus infrastructure could well be
a basis for increase in FSI.
It was clearly pointed out that only
when the exercises of identifying
the carrying capacity are undertaken
and estimation of infrastructure
required has been completed and
5
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provision made for augmentation of
infrastructure, that the development
plan exercise would be meaningful.
It was also pointed out that any
development
plan
conceived
without fulfilling the processes
mentioned here in above would lead
to disastrous consequences. Despite
such clear warnings, the MCGM’s
going ahead with the announcement
of increase in FSI through the
development plan lends full
credibility to the allegation that the
indiscriminate increase in FSI was
brought in only at the instance of,
and for the benefit of the builders.
When one is critical about the
approach followed while conceiving
and drafting the development plan
one has to be prepared to present an
alternative approach. It is common
knowledge that when public sector
organizations such as MHADA
announce the sale of flats, those
interested in buying them collect
the forms by paying a price. It
must be mentioned here that only
those who do not own any house in
Mumbai and those who have lived
in this city for over 20 years are
eligible for applying. Despite this
more than 8 lakh forms have been
collected by those who have the
capacity to buy the flats available in
the Rs. 45 lakh - Rs. 80 lakh range.
If one were to take those who are
looking for flats and who do not
fulfill the eligibility criteria laid
down by MHADA, it can be safely
concluded that we have more than
a million people who can afford to
buy a house in the range prescribed
by MHADA, but cannot afford the
flats presently sold by developers.
On one hand we have 7 million
slum dwellers who are occupying
prime land, 2.5 million residents of
16,000 old and dilapidated cessed
buildings who almost occupy the
entire island city, we also have about
100 MHADA colonies occupied

by over a million residents, we
have 60,000 co-operative housing
societies who occupy most land in
suburbs of Mumbai, and most of
the buildings in these categories
are ripe for redevelopment. The
occupiers in all these categories
do not have enough funding for
undertaking redevelopment. On
the other hand we have more than
a million people wanting to buy
flats at rates prescribed by MHADA
since they cannot afford the market
rates suggested by the developers.
If these two categories can be
brought together through a wide
range of schemes, and the residents
could be given the choice to choose
the scheme which they find most
convenient and beneficial, most of
the housing issues faced by the city
can be sorted out.
If this approach is adopted by those
involved in making the Development
Plan, then the surplus funds could
be made available for the creation
of infrastructure, and a balanced
Development Plan would emerge
while paying due respect to the
carrying capacity of the city. This
and other similar solutions have
been placed before the Chairman
of the Standing Committee, the
Municipal Commissioner and senior
officials involved in the drafting of
the Development Plan.
We have done our bit and shall
continue to make a detailed analysis
of the papers accompanying the draft
Development plan. We request our
members and readers to give us their
suggestions so that we could make
this exercise more comprehensive.

chandrashekharp@hotmail.com
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Description of
Accounting Standards under IPSAS*

ccounting
standards
consist of a set of
principles and governing
practices for treatment of various
financial transactions. The key
objective of
the accounting
standards is to set out recognition,
measurement, presentation and
disclosure requirements dealing
with transactions and events that
are important in general purpose
financial
statements.
These
statements give information about
performance, position and cash flow
that is useful to a range of users in
making financial decisions. The
users of financial statements include
present and potential investors,
employees, lenders, suppliers and
other trade creditors, customers,
governments and their agencies
and the general public. They use
financial statements in order to
satisfy some of their different needs
for information.
Accounting for public sector
organisations is a vital yet complex
task. Like businesses, public
organisations need to keep accurate
records of the income and spending.
This information is needed both
for internal decision making and to
demonstrate accountability to their
stakeholders. Global diversity in the
practice of public sector accounting
continues to impede the reduction
of bureaucracy and the creation
of comparable standards in terms
of accountability and transparency.
The International Public Sector
Accounting
Standards
Board
(IPSASB) continues to engage in the
ongoing process of harmonizing
public sector accounting with
their International Public Sector
Accounting Standards (IPSAS).
Although these standards have now

been adopted in some countries,
many other countries are in the
process of adoption or have
implemented systems similar to
IPSAS. The description of the
accounting standards under the
IPSASB is given as below:

•

Accrual basis standards:

• IPSAS 1, Presentation of
Financial Statements, sets out
the overall considerations for
the presentation of financial
statements, guidance for the
structure of those statements
and minimum requirements for
their content under the accrual
basis of accounting.
• IPSAS
2,
Cash
Flow
Statements,
requires
the
provision of information about
the changes in cash and cash
equivalents during the period
from operating, investing and
financing activities.
• IPSAS 3, Net Surplus or Deficit
for the Period, Fundamental
Errors
and
Changes
in
Accounting Policies, specifies the
accounting treatment for changes
in accounting estimates, changes
in accounting policies and the
correction
of
fundamental
errors, defines extraordinary
items and requires the separate
disclosure of certain items in the
financial statements.
• IPSAS 4, The Effects of
Changes in Foreign Exchange
Rates, deals with accounting for
foreign currency transactions
and foreign operations. IPSAS
4 sets out the requirements for
determining which exchange rate
to use for the recognition of
certain transactions and balances
and how to recognise in the

•

•

•

- MEDC Research Team
financial statements the financial
effect of changes in exchange
rates.
IPSAS 5, Borrowing Costs,
prescribes
the
accounting
treatment for borrowing costs
and requires either the immediate
expensing of borrowing costs
or, as an allowed alternative
treatment, the capitalisation of
borrowing costs that are directly
attributable to the acquisition,
construction or production of a
qualifying asset.
IPSAS 6, Consolidated Financial
Statements and Accounting for
Controlled Entities, requires
all controlling entities to prepare
consolidated financial statements
which consolidate all controlled
entities on a line by line basis.
The Standard also contains
a detailed discussion of the
concept of control as it applies
in the public sector and guidance
on determining whether control
exists for financial reporting
purposes.
IPSAS 7, Accounting for
Investments in Associates,
requires all investments in
associate to be accounted for
in the consolidated financial
statements using the equity
method of accounting, except
when the investment is acquired
and held exclusively with a view
to its disposal in the near future
in which case the cost method is
required.
IPSAS 8, Financial Reporting
of Interests in Joint Ventures,
requires
proportionate
consolidation to be adopted
as the benchmark treatment
for accounting for such joint
venturers entered into by public

Source : http://www.iasplus.com/en/resources/global-organisations/ipsasb
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sector entities. However, IPSAS
8 also permits - as an allowed
alternative - joint ventures to be
accounted for using the equity
method of accounting.
IPSAS 9, Revenue from Exchange
Transactions,
establishes
requirements for the accounting
treatment of revenue from
exchange transactions. Nonexchange revenue, such as taxation,
is not addressed in this standard.
Non-exchange revenue is to be
dealt with as a separate project.
IPSAS 10, Financial Reporting in
Hyperinflationary Economies,
describes characteristics of an
economy that indicate whether
it is experiencing a period of
hyperinflation and provides
guidance on restating the financial
statements in a hyperinflationary
environment to ensure useful
information is provided.
IPSAS
11,
Construction
Contracts, deals with both
commercial and non-commercial
contracts and provides guidance
on the allocation of contract
costs and, where applicable,
contract revenue to the reporting
periods in which construction
work is performed.
IPSAS
12,
Inventories,
establishes
the
accounting
treatment of inventories held
by public sector entities and
deals with inventories held for
sale in an exchange transaction
and certain inventories held for
distribution at no or nominal
charge. The IPSAS excludes from
its scope work-in progress of
services to be provided at no or
nominal charge from recipients
because they are not dealt with
by IAS 2 Inventories and because
they involve public sector specific
issues which require further
consideration.
IPSAS 13, Leases. This IPSAS
is based on IAS 17 Leases. The
IPSAS establishes requirements

•

•

•

•

•
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for financial reporting of
leases and sale and leaseback
transactions by public sector
entities, whether as lessee or
lessor. The PSC decided that
because the IPSAS on Leases and
the proposed IPSAS on Property,
Plant and Equipment are closely
related, it was preferable that
the two IPSASs be released at
the same time. Accordingly, the
release of this IPSAS has been
deferred to later in 2001.
• IPSAS 14, Events After the
Reporting Date. The IPSAS is
based on IAS 10, Events After the
Balance Sheet Date (revised 1999)
but has been amended where
necessary to reflect the public
sector operating environment.
The Standard establishes criteria
for deciding whether the financial
statements should be adjusted
for an event occurring after the
reporting date. It distinguishes
between adjustable events (those
that provide evidence of conditions
that existed at the reporting date)
and non-adjustable events (those
that are indicative of conditions
that arose after the reporting date.
• IPSAS
15,
Financial
Instruments: Disclosure and
Presentation. The IPSAS is based
on IAS 32 Financial Instruments:
Disclosure and Presentation (Revised
1998). The Standard includes
requirements for disclosures
about both on-balance sheet and
off-balance sheet (statement of
financial position) instruments,
and the classification of financial
instruments as financial assets,
liabilities or equity. Some
respondents noted that the
IPSAS would have only limited
application for public sector
entities which did not hold
financial assets, liabilities or
equity. The PSC has included as
an appendix to the IPSAS a guide
to assist entities in identifying the
requirements of the Standard

that will apply to them.
• IPSAS 16, Investment Property.
Based on IAS 40 Investment
Property (issued 2000) and
provides guidance on identifying
investment properties in the
public sector. The Standard:
-

requires that investment property
initially be recognised at cost and
explains that where an asset is
acquired at no or nominal cost,
its cost is its fair value as at the
date it is first recognised in the
financial statements;

-

requires that subsequent to initial
recognition investment property
be measured consistent with
either the fair value model or the
cost model; and

-

includes transitional provisions
for the initial adoption of the
IPSAS.

• IPSAS 17, Property, Plant
and Equipment. Establishes
the accounting treatment for
property, plant and equipment,
including the basis and timing of
their initial recognition, and the
determination of their ongoing
carrying amounts and related
depreciation. It does not require
or prohibit the recognition of
heritage assets.
• IPSAS 18, Segment Reporting.
Establishes
principles
for
reporting financial information
about distinguishable activities
of a government or other
public sector entity appropriate
for evaluating the entity’s past
performance in achieving its
objectives and for making
decisions about the future
allocation of resources.
• IPSAS
19,
Provisions,
Contingent Liabilities and
Contingent
Assets.
This
Standard defines provisions,
contingent
liabilities
and
contingent assets; and identifies
the circumstances in which
provisions should be recognised,
how they should be measured
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and the disclosures that should
be made about them. The
Standard also requires that
certain information be disclosed
about contingent liabilities and
contingent assets in the notes to
the financial statements to enable
users to understand their nature,
timing, and amount.
IPSAS 20, Related Party
Disclosures. Requires disclosure
of the existence of related party
relationships
where
control
exists and the disclosure of
information about transactions
between the entity and its related
parties in certain circumstances.
This information is required for
accountability purposes and to
facilitate a better understanding
of the financial position and
performance of the reporting
entity. The principal issues in
disclosing information about
related parties are identifying which
parties control or significantly
influence the reporting entity and
determining what information
should be disclosed about
transactions with those parties.
IPSAS 21, Impairment of
Non-Cash-Generating Assets.
Prescribes the procedures that
an entity applies to determine
whether a non-cash-generating
asset is impaired and to ensure
that impairment losses are
recognised. The standard also
specifies when an entity would
reverse an impairment loss and
prescribes disclosures.
IPSAS 22, Disclosure of
Financial Information about
the
General
Government
Sector. Establishes requirements
for governments that choose
to disclose information about
the general government sector
and that prepare their financial
statements under the accrual
basis of accounting.
IPSAS 23, Revenue from NonExchange Transactions (Taxes

•

•

•

•
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and Transfers). Addresses:
-

Recognition and measurement
of revenue from taxes

-

Recognition of revenue from
transfers, which include grants
from other governments and
international organisations, gifts
and donations

-

How conditions and restrictions
on the use of transferred
resources are to be reflected in
the financial statements.

• IPSAS
24,
Presentation
of Budget Information in
Financial Statements. Applies
to entities that adopt the accrual
basis of financial reporting.
It identifies disclosures to be
made by governments and other
public sector entities that make
their approved budgets publicly
available. Also, it requires
public sector entities to include
a comparison of budget and
actual amounts in the financial
reports and an explanation of
any material differences between
budget and actual amounts.
• IPSAS 25 Employee Benefits.
Aets
out
the
reporting
requirements for the four
categories of employee benefits
dealt with in the IASB’s IAS 19
Employee Benefits. These are
short-term employee benefits,
such as wages and social security
contributions; post-employment
benefits, including pensions and
other retirement benefits; other
long-term employee benefits;
and termination benefits. The
new IPSAS also deals with
specific issues for the public
sector, including the discount
rate related to post-employment
benefits, treatment of postemployment benefits provided
through composite social security
programs, and long-term disability
benefits. IPSAS 25 is effective for
reporting periods beginning on or
after 1 January 2011.
• IPSAS 26 Impairment of

Cash-Generating
Assets.
Some public sector entities
(other than government business
enterprises, which would already
be using full IFRSs) may operate
assets with the main purpose of
generating a commercial return
(rather than providing a public
service). IPSAS 26, which is
based on IAS 36 Impairment of
Assets, applies to such assets.
It sets out the procedures for a
public sector entity to determine
whether a cash-generating asset
has lost future economic benefit
or service potential and to ensure
that impairment losses are
recognised in its financial reports.
Non cash-generating assets,
those used primarily for service
delivery, are addressed separately
in IPSAS 21 Impairment of NonCash-Generating Assets. IPSAS
26 is effective for reporting
periods beginning on or after 1
April 2009.
• IPSAS
27
Agriculture.
Prescribes
the
accounting
treatment
and
disclosures
related to agricultural activity,
a matter not covered in other
standards. Agricultural activity
is the management by an entity
of the biological transformation
of living animals or plants
(biological assets) for sale, or for
distribution at no charge or for a
nominal charge or for conversion
into agricultural produce or
into additional biological assets.
IPSAS 27 is primarily drawn from
the IASB’s IAS 41 Agriculture,
with limited changes dealing with
public sector-specific issues. For
example, IPSAS 27 addresses
biological assets held for transfer
or distribution at no charge or for
a nominal charge to other public
sector bodies or to not-for-profit
organisations. IPSAS 27 also
includes disclosure requirements
that are aimed at enhancing
consistency with the statistical
contd. on page no. 28
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International Public Sector Accounting Standards
(IPSAS) : Progress around the World

B

usiness entities across the
world report their financial
performance
through
financial reporting. Historically,
the format of financial reporting
has varied from one country to
another and each country’s financial
reporting practices followed a set
of principles, rules, or conventions
that evolved in the political, legal,
economic, and cultural environments
of that country. Consequently
financial reports often lacked
international comprehensibility and
acceptance.
In today’s globalized world,
comparable, transparent, and reliable
financial information is fundamental
for the smooth functioning of
global capital markets. Therefore,
the need for comparable standards
of financial reporting has become
paramount because of the dramatic
growth in the number, reach, and
size of multinational corporations,
foreign direct investments, crossborder purchases and sales of
securities, as well as the number
of foreign securities listings on the
stock exchanges.
After following and complementing
the success of the International
Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS), an initiative to meet these
needs was launched in 1996.
The International Federation of
Accountants (IFAC) established
the Public Sector Council (PSC),
later renamed the IPSAS Board
(IPSASB), in Toronto, with a view
to developing International Public
Sector
Accounting
Standards
(IPSAS), underpinned by an
independent and transparent due
process similar to that followed by
International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB).
The aim was to develop high quality
accounting standards to be used in
the preparation of general purpose
Financial Statement by public
9
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sector entities worldwide. Public
sectors entities include national
Governments, regional and local
Governments and their component
entities.
Intergovernmental
organizations were not included
within the original scope of the
standards.
The IPSASB aims to enhance the
quality and transparency of public
sector financial reporting by:
- Establishing
high-quality
standards for use by public sector
entities;
- Promoting the acceptance, and
the international convergence to,
IPSASs;
- Issuing International Public Sector
Accounting Standards (IPSASs)
and other pronouncements
- Providing
comprehensive
information for public sector
financial
management
and
decision making; and
- Providing guidance on issues and
experiences in financial reporting
in the public sector.
In traditional cash-based accounting
system, transactions are recorded
on the basis of payments made in
contrast under the accrual method
they are recorded when income
becomes due and expenditure is
incurred(rather than when cash is
received or paid) and reported in the
Financial Statement of the periods
to which they relate. Transaction
and payment dates often do not
agree and their accounting treatment
is therefore different under each
method.
The IPSASB’s goal is to serve the
public interest by developing high
quality accounting standards for use
by public sector entities around the
world in the preparation of general
purpose
financial
statements.
This will enhance the quality and
transparency of public sector
financial reporting and strengthen

- MEDC Research Team
public confidence in public sector
financial management. In pursuit of
this objective, the IPSASB supports
the convergence of international and
national public sector accounting
standards and the convergence of
accounting and statistical bases
of financial reporting where
appropriate.
Compliance with the IPSAS
standards guarantees that the
financial reporting of public bodies
conveys what is termed a “true
and fair view” of the financial
situation. IPSAS take account of
the characteristic features of the
public sector.

Need of the standards
Public sector budgeting and
accounting is in a worldwide state
of upheaval. It is part of a general
change from bureaucratic control
to management-oriented public
administrations. To implement such
transparent, efficient, and effective
management mechanisms of public
resources a new budgeting and
accounting regime is essential.
The inadequacy of the traditional
cash-based system is one main
reason for the emergence and
accumulation of the financial crisis of
administrative bodies during the last
decades. In order to prevent future
crises, the financial management of
public entities has to be improved
significantly. Better public financial
management requires an accounting
regime providing comprehensive
information on a public entity’s
financial situation adopting an
accrual, resource-based view.
Harmonised,
accrual-based
accounting standards are crucial
since they improve transparency,
allow cross-border benchmarking,
increase accountability of public
decision makers, and foster
intergenerational equity in public
entities’ fiscal policy.
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Role of standards in
international sovereign debt
investments
The financial and sovereign debt
crises have brought to light the
need for better financial reporting
by governments worldwide, and
the need for improvements in
the management of public sector
resources.
Many governments operate on a
cash-basis and do not account for
many significant items, such as
liabilities for public sector pensions
and financial instruments. Accrual
accounting is a fundamental tenet
of strong accounting and reporting
for public companies, and so it
should be for governments as well.
The adoption of accrual accounting
in the public interest is likely to
result in a more comprehensive and
accurate view of financial position,
and help ensure that governments
and other public sector entities are
transparent and accountable.
Higher levels of fiscal transparency
are associated with lower levels of
debt and with better fiscal solvency.
Sovereign debt is a form of external
debt and can be a huge risk when
the borrowing country has a weak
economy. Although some countries
like the United States have larger
external debt than the PIIGS, this
debt can be regarded low risk as
long as the country shows signs of
a strong and vibrant economy and
transparent system of accruing.

Difference between IPSAS
and IFRS
There exist some key differences
between IPSAS and IFRS. IPSAS
caters not only to general purpose
financial information, but also to
the public’s need for information
on the public sector entity’s service
performance and stewardship.
Applicable
to
public
sector
accounting and financial reporting,
the IPSAS are, for the most part,
based on the International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS).
IFRS are developed for profitoriented entities while the IPSAS
are geared towards public sector
10
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entities and those that provide
public services. One key difference
is that one standard, IPSAS 241
, requires a public sector entity to
present the comparison between
budgeted amounts and the actual
amounts that arise from executing
the said budget, in the public
entity’s financial statements, as long
as the said entity makes public its
approved budget.
Another major difference is in the
area of income tax. Public sector
entities are assumed to be generally
exempt from income tax; thus,
International Accounting Standards
(IAS) 12, Income Taxes, has no
equivalent in IPSAS. However, the
latter provides that if the public
sector entity is liable for tax, the
entity can refer to the guidance in
IAS 12 in accounting for the tax.
The concept of “service potential”
as a recognition criterion is another
point of difference between IFRS
and IPSAS. This concept is not
referred to in the IFRS, which
considers “economic benefit” as a
major recognition criterion.
A consequence to the above
difference,
another
difference
also arises from the accounting
for the impairment of non-cash
generating assets. Since the IPSAS
consider the service potential of an
asset, these standards recognize that
a major part of the public sector
entity’s assets may actually be noncash generating; thus, the IPSAS
also provide guidance on how to
impair such assets. On the other
hand, the impairment provisions
under IFRS consider that assets
subject to impairment testing are
cash-generating ones.

Indian Scenario

The
Government
Accounting
Standards Advisory Board is in
favor of limited adoption of cash
basis IPSAS for cash transactions
and corresponding accrual IPSASs
for those transactions recorded on
other than the cash basis. A road
map has been prepared for transition
from the cash to accrual accounting
1 For more information on IPSAS 24,

see page no. 10

system
and
an
operational
framework for its implementation.
The possible transition towards
accrual accounting has been
planned incremental and in phases
spanning over 10–12 years. The
central government and the majority
of Indian state governments
have accepted the idea of accrual
accounting. The Committee on
Accounting Standards for Local
Bodies is reviewing IPSAS with a
view to their adoption.
The 14th Finance Commission
is of the view that the transition to
accrual based accounting by both
the Union and State Governments
is desirable. The commission also
recognizes that this transition
can only be made in stages, as it
requires considerable preparatory
work and capacity building of
accounting personnel. Therefore,
to reiterate the recommendation
of the 12th Finance Commission
that the building blocks for making
a transition to the accrual-based
accounting system in terms of
various statements, including those
listed by the Commission, should be
appended in the finance accounts by
the Union and State Governments.
The 14th Finance Commission
also reiterates its recommendation
that action should be taken to
build capacity among accounting
professionals in accrual-based
accounting systems.

Global Scenario : IPSAS
Adoption
A number of countries use IPSAS
as a reference for developing their
own accounting standards, amongst
others New Zealand, Australia,
the United Kingdom, Canada,
and South-Africa. Several other
countries have adopted the CashBasis IPSAS as a first step to future
full accrual accounting based on
the IPSAS, such as Liberia, Ghana,
Malaysia and the Maldives.
An
increasing
number
of
governments and intergovernmental
organizations produce financial
statements on the accrual-basis
of accounting in accordance with
IPSAS or IPSAS-similar standards.
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The Map shows the trend of Government accounting around the world up to 2018

Source : PWC Report 2013

The information contained in
accrual accounting IPSAS financial
statements is considered useful,
both for accountability and for
decision-making purposes. Financial
reports prepared in accordance with
IPSAS allow users to assess the
accountability for all resources the
entity controls and the deployment
of those resources, assess the
financial
position,
financial
performance, and cash flows of
the entity and make decisions about
providing resources to, or doing
business with, the entity.
The current economic crisis and
the severe fiscal constraints being
experienced by many governments
has underscored the need for
governments
to
transparently
report all their assets and liabilities.
IPSAS facilitates the alignment
with best accounting practices
through the application of credible,
independent accounting standards
on a full accrual basis. It improves
consistency and comparability of
financial statements as a result of the
detailed requirements and guidance
provided in each standard.
Accounting for all assets and
liabilities improves internal control
and provides more comprehensive
information about costs that
11
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will better support results-based
management.
Interest in IPSAS and its adoption
has increased sharply in recent years
following the attention focused
on governments’ management of
public finances in the wake of the
sovereign debt crisis, and is expected
to continue in the future. According
to the Consultation Paper (CP),
over 80 jurisdictions have either
adopted, or have processes in place
to adopt, IPSAS either directly or
indirectly. Such countries include
New Zealand, Brazil, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Switzerland, South
Africa,
Austria,
Estonia,
Lithuania, Nigeria, Peru and
Thailand. With the IPSASB’s
Conceptual Framework project
coming to an end, significant
resources are expected to be freed
up. The Board has been focusing
on the Conceptual Framework for
the past few years and, with the
achievement of a major milestone
in its work program, it is now time
for the Board to take stock of its
standard setting agenda. Below
are the countries that show the
progress in terms of the adoption
and implementation of IPSAS.
New Zealand
New Zealand which has been at the

forefront of government accounting
developments, having implemented
accrual accounts two decades ago,
the central government is now
moving from New Zealand IFRS
for the public sector to IPSAS. At
present New Zealand public sector
entities apply NZ IFRS, which
include ‘public benefit entity (PBE)’
amendments.
New Zealand has been using
standards that are broadly similar to
IPSAS, so the impact of transition
is not as great as it may be in other
countries that may have a different
starting point. For example, the
New Zealand public sector moved
to accrual accounting standards in
the late 1980s and has been using
IFRS-based standards since 2007,
so the current move to IPSAS-based
standards has not involved a major
shift in accounting requirements.
It’s more a case of improving what
they have, rather than fundamental
change
Having decided in 2011 that two
sets of financial reporting standards
were needed in New Zealand (NZ),
one for for-profit entities and one for
public benefit entities (PBEs), NZ’s
External Reporting Board (XRB)
and the NZ Accounting Standards
Board (NZASB) have issued a
package of new requirements that
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apply to NZ PBEs from July 1, 2014.
The new standards are largely based
on IPSAS. These standards will also
apply to not-for-profit entities.
Brazil
Brazilian governmental accounting
is affected by two reform processes:
the implementation of accrual
accounting and convergence with
the International Public Sector
Accounting Standards (IPSAS).
Currently, state expenses are
recorded on an accrual basis while
their revenues use cash accounting.
The adoption of accrual accounting
for both as positive as it ensures
commonality between expenses and
revenues and it will allow for clearer
assessment of state collections
efforts and efficiencies.
As per Fitch Credit Rating Agency if
Brazil conforms to full adoption of
IPSAS based standards, states need
to consolidate their sizable pension
deficits and disclose the fiscal
incentives granted to companies, as
well as the corresponding impact
of these incentives on their fiscal
performance. States incentives
to companies to operate in their
territory translate insto a tax loss
for the state and have commonly
been justified by job creation.
However, only a few states disclose
the amount of fiscal incentives and
the intrinsic benefits associated
with them. They will also need to
calculate the amount of provisions
for credits with doubtful recovery
and disclose those risks based on
their probability.
States in Brazil face fiscal restrictions
in reinforcing their accounting
departments and updating systems
to meet the growing complexity of
the new standards. Some states are
resorting to third party consultancy
to support the accounting transition,
a change that requires consolidation
of accounts and the elimination
of double accounting. The cost of
these changes is likely to be offset
by efficiency gains in the medium
term.
In Brazil, national standards
aligned with those of the IFAC,
known as the Brazilian Standards
12
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of Accounting Applied to the
Public Sector (Normas Brasileiras
de Contabilidade Aplicadas ao
Setor Público - NBCASP), have
been in operation since January of
2010. Complete adoption of these
standards is planned for the three
levels of Brazilian government
by 2014 (Ministry of Finance
Ordinance No. 828/2011). The
National Treasury regulations fixed
the end of the year of 2014 as a
deadline to adopt the basis of full
accrual accounting information
(the Chart of Accounts and the
Financial Statements standardized
for all the Federation). Other accrual
procedures will be implemented
gradually starting from 2015 and the
National Treasury will set specific
regulations in this regard. The bases
of accounting for budgetary and
financial accounting are different,
but they are executed simultaneously,
which makes the process of accrual
reform and convergence towards
IPSAS more complex.
Indonesia
Indonesia has taken initiatives to
reform its public sector financial
management. One of the reform
agendas was to introduce ‘cash to
accrual’ accounting for improved
financial reporting. It is expected that
the improved financial reporting will
enhance financial accountabilities
of the governmental agencies and
will assist both internal and external
decision makers whose decisions will
be based on the financial reports.
Based on a Report published by
KPMG in 2012, which talks about
the in-depth case studies of three
Indonesian local governments, it is
found that the demand, the supply
and the quality assurance of the
accounting information outputs in
these local governments are not in
parity, and this lacking in parties
actually has impacted in producing
unqualified and usable accounting
reports.
According to a Report published
by PWC in 2008, Indonesia’s
approach to IFRS adoption is
to maintain its national GAAP
(Indonesian Financial Accounting

Standards, IFAS) and converge it
gradually with IFRSs as much as
possible. Indonesia is striving to
minimize the significant differences
between IFRSs and IFASs gradually.
Since 2012, the local standards
applied in Indonesia are based on
those IFRSs that were effective on
1 January 2009. However, some
modifications were made. Indonesia
will continue the convergence
process by considering recent
amendments, newer standards and
IFRS Exposure Drafts.
The
Indonesian
Government
took several measures to adopt
the IPSAS in order to achieve the
objectives under it. The Direct value
added of fair presentation under
IPSAS helps to bring transparency
and accountability in the economy.
Governments are accountable to
citizens, but increasingly also to
other stakeholders. The process of
decision making improves especially
in areas with capital expenditure, e.g.
government interventions (loans,
asset purchase, and nationalization)
and non exchange transactions.
Indonesia will also consider results
from the implementation of the first
wave of standards resulting from
the convergence process before
new standards are developed. The
jurisdiction will also provide for
transition periods of three to four
years for new standards, however,
Indonesia is striving at the same
time to keep the gaps between the
effective dates of new IFRSs and
new IFASs that are based on them
as short as possible.
Malaysia
The federal government of Malaysia
is on track towards meeting its first
deadline to migrate to the accrual
basis of accounting and to converge
with the International Public Sector
Accounting Standards (IPSAS).The
migration from the modified cash
to accrual basis of accounting was
one of the policy measures in the
New Economic Model released at
the end of 2010, and also forms one
part of the public finance reform
initiative. Until January 2015, the
government’s Federal Consolidated
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Fund was accounted for using the
modified cash basis of accounting.
Nine of the Malaysian Public Sector
Accounting Standards (MPSAS)
that have been drawn from IPSAS
and amended where necessary have
been endorsed by the Government
Accounting Standards Advisory
Committee (GASAC). The migration
from the modified cash basis to the
accrual basis is for now focusing
on the Central Government and
the State Government will be
looked after a year later. Given the
timeframe, the focus will be the
appropriation accounts which are
presented to parliament annually.
A key component to the successful
migration to the accrual basis
of accounting is the system
design, development, testing and
implementation, and to date a system
gap analysis has been completed.
In the areas of competency
development and training, the
Accounting General Department
of Malaysia has embarked on
training and enhancing the skills
of those who will be involved in
the implementation of accrual
accounting.
KPMG partner, Strategy and
Transformation, Dr Chin Yoong
Kheong, says that the migration
process should not be merely
regarded as the conversion of
cash to accrual accounting and
compliance with IPSAS but as
bringing change to the processes
and systems. As such, he says, the
controlling officers of the various
ministries need to understand and
leverage on the financial statements
in managing resources.
Accrual accounting requires the
preparation of government balance
sheets, and this involves the
identification, measurement and
periodic reporting of government
assets and liabilities. In a nutshell,
it requires the public sector to
adopt a more systematic approach
for identifying, keeping track of
and valuing all assets and liabilities.
Fortunately for Malaysia, it can
learn from the experiences of other
countries and so achieve the desired
13
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results in the stipulated timeframe.
Europe
The current public financial crisis
in Europe reveals the necessity for
reformed and harmonized public
sector budgeting and accounting
systems in the European Union
(EU). In times, when EU Member
States act as a guarantor for other
Member States’ public debt, the in
transparent and highly heterogeneous
(cash-based) accounting systems
applied by many Member States are
no longer suitable. A system that
could synchronize public sector
accounting and budgeting systems,
is currently being discussed on EU
level with the development accrualbased “European Public Sector
Accounting Standards” (EPSAS).
A suitable starting point for EPSAS
is the so-called “International Public
Sector Accounting Standards”
(IPSAS).
The conversion to EPSAS would
be compulsory for all EU Member
States (including Member States’
respective federal government,
state level governments, and local
governments). Hereby, a uniform
accrual-based
budgeting
and
accounting system, which is used
by all public entities in the EU,
could be created. Such a system
would form the foundation for
significant progress in public
entities’ financial management,
potentially realizing substantial
improvements,
e.g.
regarding
transparency,
intergenerational
equity, management capabilities,
comparability,
efficiency,
and
effectiveness.
Greece
Bad accounting by Greece triggered
the sovereign debt crisis in Europe.
Greece has a very weak tradition
of accounting, with few homebred
trained accountants. The government
does not use IPSAS, which measure
liabilities and assets over time, similar
standards to those used by leading
governments, businesses, banks and
investors at all levels. This lack of
accountants not only means poor
administration; it also means that
the Greek government has done an

appalling job of accounting for its
debt number. In fact, the debt has
been calculated to be larger than it
actually is, or would be if one used
IPSAS.
The Greek government’s failure
to adopt international accounting
standards means the fiscal opacity
that existed before the financial crisis
remains substantially unchanged.
The costs to Greece and Europe are
high but avoidable.
Greece would also gain a unique
benefit in that international
accounting standards begin to
address the country’s unfavorable
accounting reputation. It will allow
decision-makers, including the capital
markets, to see the government’s
real debt and performance-related
metrics. These would provide a more
accurate reflection of economic
reality, especially relative to Greece’s
peers.
While there are a number of
protective benefits, two are especially
relevant to Greece:
- Role of accounting in combating
corruption. The systems that
produce high quality financial
information also, through both
transparency and accounting
controls, make corruption more
difficult. While this is generally
true, it is especially significant
in the context of large-scale
privatisation programs, in which
the treatment of asset sales
under international accounting
standards is very different, and
significantly more transparent,
than the existing cash accounting
of the Greek government.
- International
accounting
standards reduce the negative
impacts associated with fiscal
illusion and short-term decisionmaking, preventing decisions and
actions that are based on a picture
of the current fiscal position,
which does not reflect economic
reality.
It might have been expected that
an accounting failure by a sovereign
government, with huge national,
regional and global ramifications,
would have generated a momentum
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for reform. But, even now, there
have been no serious steps to
improve accounting. The troika
[European Central Bank (ECB), the
European Commission (EC), and
the International Monetary Fund
(IMF)] imposed hundreds of reform
requirements, but did not require
the Greek government to move its
accounting, budgeting and financial
management to an internationally
recognised
accounting
basis.
Moving to international accounting
standards would be good for Greece
and good for Europe.
Germany
Germany also does not use IPSAS
and has notably opaque public
finance standards.
In Germany, public sector entities
unfamiliar with IPSAS may be
adverse to the idea of having to
apply international standards that
are largely unknown to them.
Acceptance, especially on the
part of those entities using cashbased accounting could therefore
be
problematical,
certainly
initially. There are also aspects of
practicability at a national level that
need to be considered further: In
Germany, it is common in preparing
public sector group financial
statements, for both the financial
statements of entities produced in
accordance with national financial
reporting frameworks specific to
the public sector and the financial
statements of government business
entities required to apply national
private sector GAAP (Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles)
to be consolidated. Those public
sector specific frameworks are often
similar to German GAAP, being
based on the principles of private
sector accounting. Therefore, whilst
there may be certain differences
between the frameworks, alignment
for the purpose of consolidation is
simpler than the alignment between
IPSAS and national GAAP would
be.
But as per Jacob Sell, Professor
of History and Accounting,
University of Southern California,
in a New York Times article, Germany
14
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is not adopting IPSAS as the net debt
of Germany calculated by the IPSAS
method, is turning out to be 47%
which is largely exceeding that of
Greece’s which is 18%. The current
calculation made by Germany that
Greece’s debt is 175% of GDP is
also based on an unconventional
accounting paradigm.
Being
Europe’s
economic
powerhouse, Germany should
implement IPSAS at the earliest.
South Africa
South Africa formally agreed to
adopt accrual accounting with
implementation of Section 8 of the
Public Finance Management Act,
1999, which requires the National
Treasury to “prepare consolidated
financial statements in accordance
with generally recognized accounting
practice”. Since 2003, the Accounting
Standards Board has produced a
suite of accounting standards to
define Generally Recognized
Accounting Standards (GRAP) in
the South African context, but they
rely heavily on International Public
Sector Accounting Standards.
However, these standards are as
yet largely un-implemented, so the
financial statements for national
and provincial departments for the
year ending 31 March 2009 are to be
prepared on a modified cash basis
of accounting. In late 2008, the
Finance Minister, Trevor Manuel,
approved the implementation date
of 17 accrual-based public sector
Generally Recognized Accounting
Standards which are planned to be
phased in over a period of time.
The South African Government
has spent several years preparing
for a possible move to accrual
accounting. However, the major
costs of introducing this change
have yet to be incurred. Over the
last decade South African public
sector accounting has been subject
to major and far reaching reform.
Given the turmoil, uncertainty and
financial pressures resulting from
the global economic recession,
perhaps now is not the time to
introduce a further wave of major
reforms, especially where the

evidence for their actual benefits
is yet to be clearly shown. The
financial statements of South
African government departments
already provide a wide range of
information and, importantly, are
produced and audited within three
months of the year end - a world class
standard. Especially in a period of
financial austerity, further reforms
should concentrate on refining and
consolidating these reforms. The
question should not be when we
to adopt accrual accounting are,
but rather, what specific additional
refinements and information will
actually be used by the users of the
government’s financial statements
Ghana
Ghana has confirmed that it
will implement accruals-based
International
Public
Sector
Accounting Standards from 2016.
For Ghana, IPSAS will be the
basis for the preparation of public
sector accounts, for the year
ended December 2016. Although
given the complexity of the issue
involved, a step by step approach
to implementation, spanning a
five-year period from 2016, will be
encouraged.
In
particular,
successful
implementation of IPSAS would:
- Aid a more effective and efficient
management of the assets and
liabilities of governments;
- Provide more useful information
that would lead to better decisionmaking;
- Generate cost-awareness and
efficiency in the operation of
government; and
- Facilitate
improved
service
delivery to the people of Ghana
and help reduce poverty.
Ghana as the current head of the AU
and a dominant force in developing
successful policies is also seen as a
leading light in Africa cannot but
follow suit. Ghana is a member
of IFAC an organizations that
strongly support adoption, rather
than adaptation, of International
Standards. With the current trend
in which most countries in the
region have decided to adopt the
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International Pubic Accounting
Standards, Ghana will be risking its
leadership role if it lags behind on
these issues.

What needs to be done?
Below mentioned are some
suggestions that Ghana should
implement. These can be extended
to India and other countires willing
to adopt IPSAS:
- Need the support and political
will of government: Key
decision makers including the
presidency, cabinet, parliamentary
select committee on finance need
to support such an agenda.
- Strengthening of standard
setters and regulatory bodies:
The Institute of Chartered
Accountant (ICA) is the main
body mandated to ensure the
applicability of IPSAS in Ghana.
The ICA needs to be supported by
all in discharging such challenging
task. The experience and
challenges encountered during
the adoption of IFRS will be of
immense benefit to ensure the
successful and smooth adoption
of the standards.
Bodies such as the Security and
Exchange Commission in Ghana
(SEC) should be up to its feet in
the campaign aimed at ensuring
that Government agencies are
applying the rules on submission
and compliance as required.
- Recruit and train qualified
staff: Some Public sector entities
have low capacity in financial
management and training. There
is a need to recruit qualified
accountant and intensify training
of personnel. This should include
sponsoring finance officers or
accountants in the government
sector in professional accounting
qualification such as the Institute
of
Chartered
Accountants
(Ghana), the Association of
Certified Chartered Accountant
(ACCA) or any recognize
accountancy body. There should
be a well-structured training
program for all the Public sector
organisations, NGOs and the
donor communities on the key
15
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issues and requirements that
needs to be addressed before
the adoption of the standard.
Currently the big four firms
like
PricewaterhouseCoopers
organises such training programs
for clients across the sub region
in both IFRS and IPSAS.
PricewaterhouseCoopers
was
involved in the rollout and
training of clients in the various
industries during the IFRS
adoption process.
- Development of accounting
manual: There is a need to
develop an accounting manual
which will integrate the basic
requirement and treatment of
some key transactions in line
with the IPSAS.
- Learning from other countries:
Countries such as Switzerland,
New Zealand, and South Africa
have already made it and taping
experience and lessons from
these countries will be of help to
Ghana to fast track the adoption
process of IPSAS.
The adoption and implementation
of IPSAS in Ghana will help in
the harmonisation of financial
operation and uniformity in
the reporting of public sector
accounting
information
and
disclosure.
The adoption of IPSAS will
ensure better financial information
supports,
Improvements
to
accountability, transparency and
governance,
better
financial
management, better information
to donors and countries providing
external assistance, better quality
and credibility of financial reports.
According to a Report published
by PWC in 2008-09, Ghana
needs to catch up with the trend
in the global financial reporting
environment and there is no time
to wait, however we should not take
the speed boat approach else we sink
immediately after take-off. Proper
planning is therefore required and
involvement of all stakeholders is
a must to ensure that the nation
is adequately resourced to achieve
this goal.

Conclusion
There are multiple benefits of
adopting the IPSAS but there
are various obstacles to the
implementation of IPSAS and
the reluctance of states against
these standards. Moreover, the
expensive and tedious process of
implementation, the abstract and
complex nature of these standards,
the lack of treatment of some
public sector specificities, and the
irrelevance of accrual accounting
in political discussions are many
arguments
questioning
these
accounting standards. Thus, the
usefulness and relevance of IPSAS
are not unanimous. Indeed, while
for some, these standards are not
at all suited to the public sector,
others think that these high-quality
standards meet the specific needs
of this sector. Public authorities
and other public bodies are mainly
in disfavor of IPSAS, while
experts from large audit firms or
organizations or institutes active in
the field of accounting are in favor
of these standards.
With respect to adoption of
IPSAS in India, the government
still has to boost the process of
implementation and transition from
cash to accrual based IPSAS. With
respect to India the World Bank
is working with the Government
to adopt IPSAS. IMF-funding for
IPSAS adoption is provided at state
level. The Committee on Accounting
Standards for Local Bodies is at the
moment reviewing IPSAS with a
view to their adoption. India should
learn from the nations who have
adopted the IPSAS.
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Government Securities Market &
Accounting Standards : Issues and Challenges
- MEDC Research Team

I

PSAS has been developed by
International Public Sector
Accounting Standards Board
way back in 1987.These standards
have been acclaimed globally as they
seek to transform traditional cash
system to accrual based system of
accounting. The salient features of
IPSAS have been outlined in the
earlier article of this digest, while
the implications on government
securities market are reflected in this
note. IPSAS offers distinctive benefits
in terms of transparency, consistency
and quality of public sector financial
reporting, which would increase
interest and demand of individuals
and corporates for investing in gilts
markets. The article evaluates:

(a) Government securities market in
India;
(b) International comparison of the size
of bond market with special reference
to US and Japanese securities market;
(c) Ownership pattern of government
securities in India;
(d) Issuance of Municipal Bonds and
(e) Implications of IPSAS in the future
of gilt and bond market.

Government Securities Market
in India
A market where Government
Securities (G-Sec) are bought
and sold is called Government
Securities Market, which comprises
bonds, treasury bills, and special
rupee securities in payments of
India subscriptions to IMF, IBRD,
ADB and IDA etc. out of which
the special rupee securities are
treated as a part of internal floating
debt of the Government. These
securities are issued by the Central
Government, State Government
and Semi- Government authorities,
which include local government
authorities like City Corporation and
16
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other agencies like IDBI, IFCI, SFCs,
SIDCs, NABARD and Housing
Boards. These agencies are suppliers
of government securities whereas
banks, financial institutions and
investors demand these securities in
the market.
The Government Securities Market
has two segments- Primary Market
and Secondary Market. The issuers are
Central and State government in the
primary market while the secondary
market comprises banks, financial
institution, insurance companies,
provident funds, trusts, individuals,
primary dealers and the RBI.
Prior to liberalization of 1990s,
the government securities market
was underdeveloped firstly, because
of inefficient market practices
and secondly, because of limited
institutional infrastructure. In the
post reforms era, considering the
significance of a vibrant Government
Securities Market for activating
internal debt management policy, a
number of measures were introduced.
RBI plays a special role in the
purchase and sale of these securities
as part of its monetary management
exercise. There is no underwriting
or guaranteeing required in sale of
Government Securities. Dealing in
these securities takes place through

the mechanism provided by the RBI.

Buoyant Gilt Market
The relevance of government
securities can be seen from
three point of views- from the
Government which wants to borrow;
from their role in financial markets
especially debt markets and from
the operation of monetary policy.
Firstly, from the viewpoint of
the
Government
authorities,
development of a deep and liquid
government
securities
market
facilitates public borrowings at
reasonable costs and avoidance
of automatic monetization of
government deficit by the central
bank. Broad and well-functioning
secondary markets are particularly
important where the Government’s
borrowing needs are substantial.
Secondly, government securities
market provides the backbone of
most fixed income markets across
the world since it helps pricing of
various debt instruments through
creation of a benchmark that enables
a proper evaluation of risk and acts
as a conduit for convergence of
interest rates in other markets. The
gilts market acts as the channel for
the integration of various segments
of the domestic financial market
and help establish inter- linkages

Debt Instruments

Typical Features

Central Government
Securities

Long term bonds issued by RBI on behalf of GOI.
Coupon payment are semi annually

State Government
Securities

Long term bonds issued by RBI on behalf of state
government.
Coupon payment are semi annually

Government- Guaranteed
Bonds

Long term bonds issued by government agencies and
guaranteed by central or state government.
Coupon payment are semi annually

PSU (public sector units)

Long term bonds issued by PSU.
51% government equity stake

Corporate

Medium term bonds issued by private companies.
Coupon payment are semi annually
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between internal
financial markets.

and

external

Thirdly, a number of countries are
moving away from the use of direct
instruments to indirect instruments
such as repos and direct open market
operations. Government securities
facilitate the development of
implementing indirect instruments
of monetary policy. Treasury Bills
and Government Dated Securities
are ideal instruments for conducting
repos in many emerging economies.
While the T-Bills market serves the
objective of raising finances for
the Government, it also spurs the
development of the money market.

Benefits of Investing in
Government Securities
Market
Holding of cash in excess of the dayto-day needs of a bank does not give
any return to it. Investment in gold
has attendant problems in regard
to appraising its purity, valuation,
safe custody, etc. While, investing in
Government securities market has
the following advantages:
• Government
securities
offer
maximum safety as they carry
Sovereign’s commitment for payment
of interest and repayment of
principal.
• They can be held in book entry, i.e.,
dematerialized/ scripless form, thus,
obviating the need for safekeeping.
• It is available in a wide range of
maturities from 91 days to as long
as 30 years to suit the duration of a
bank’s liabilities.
• It can be sold easily in the secondary
market to meet cash requirements.
• It can also be used as collateral to
borrow funds in the repo market.
• The settlement system for trading
in Government securities, which is
based on Delivery versus Payment
(D v/s P), is a very simple, safe and
efficient system of settlement.
• Government security prices are readily
available due to a liquid and active
secondary market and a transparent
17
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price dissemination mechanism.
• Besides banks, insurance companies
and other large investors, smaller
investors like co-operative banks,
Regional Rural Banks, Provident
Funds are also required to hold
Government securities. Corporates
also buy and sell government securities
to manage their overall portfolio risk.

the countries, the bond market is
dominated by the government sector.
This is intuitive since a developed
government bond market is often
considered to be a pre-requisite for
the development of the corporate
bond market where interest rate
benchmarks of G-Sec are used to
reckon the spreads1.

International Comparison:
Size and Ownership Pattern

The investors of government bonds
are broadly classified as the central
bank, commercial banks, contractual
saving institutions (such as insurance
companies, pension funds etc.), FIIs
and others.

India ranks fourth in size among its
Asian peers with a total bond market
of US $812 billion as of March 2014
with a strong presence of Government
bonds of $ 569 billion (30.4% in
terms of GDP) and a relatively
smaller corporate bond market of $
242.5 billion (13% in terms of GDP).
Corporate bonds in all account for
only 30% of total outstanding bonds
in India. Interestingly, for almost all

The table 2 below captures the
investor profile in government
securities for selected Asian
countries.
1 Care Ratings- Indian Bond Market: Striking
a Chord with Asian Peers, June 2014.

Table 1 : Size of the Bond Market* (in USD Billions)
Countries

Outstanding
Government Bonds

Outstanding
Corporate Bonds

Total Bond
Market

Outstanding Bonds
(% of GDP)

3,072.6

1,651.7

4,724

55

108.5

86.2

195

65

China
Hong Kong
Japan

9,203.4

786.6

9,990

220

South Korea

626.1

1,014.9

1,641

122

Malaysia

182.4

129.7

312

102

Singapore

149.6

992.1

242

82

Thailand

213.7

61.5

275

78

India

569.0

242.5

812

43

Source: Care Ratings- Indian Bond Market: Striking a Chord with Asian Peers, June 2014.

Table 2 : Ownership Pattern of Government Bonds (as % of Total)
Country

China

Central
Bank

Government
(sub)

Banks

Contractual
Savings

Foreign
Institutional
Investors (FIIs)

Others

-

-

77.1

5.4

-

17.5
12.3

Indonesia

4.5

-

33.7

17.0

32.5

Japan

18.6

8.5

33.4

22.9

8.3

8.3

South Korea

2.5

20.2

17.9

29.0

9.2

21.2

Malaysia

0.6

1.4

27.9

40.7

29.4

-

Thailand

6.7

1.2

11.9

50.2

17.4

12.6

India

16.0

-

38.2

26.6

1.4

16.3

Sources: http://www.tradingeconomics.com/india/government-debt-to-gdp

• Central Bank holds the maximum government securities in Japan at 18.6%
followed by India at 16%. Peer countries like Thailand and Indonesia contain
a significantly lower Central Bank holding of government securities. It is even
lower in Korea (2.5%) and Malaysia (0.6%). However, China stands out in the
sample as the People’s Bank of China does not invest in government securities
...contd...
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Table 2 : Ownership Pattern of Government Bonds (as % of Total)
contd....

• Being a regulatory requirement in most countries, banks are the largest investors
in government bonds. In China, 77.1% of the government bonds are held by
banks. India comes second with upto 38.2% of G-Secs being held by them.
In Indonesia and Japan as well around 33% of total government securities are
held by banks. Thailand and South Korea have lesser holdings of GSecs by
banks at 11.9% and 17.9% respectively
• Maximum investment in G-Secs by contractual saving institutions is in Thailand
at 50.2% followed by Malaysia at 40.7%. India is fourth at a substantial 26.6%.
However in China these institutions hold only 5.4% of the total government
securities
• FIIs in government bonds are the highest in Indonesia and Malaysia. Thailand
stands third at 17.4%. In India, FIIs invest only 1.4% in government bonds,
being the least in the sample
Incidentally various countries follow varying policies for foreign investments in
government bonds ranging from China which adopts a very strict policy on this
front to Indonesia and Thailand where Foreign Institutional Investments (FIIs)
in government securities are encouraged with favorable policies for foreign
investors. Non-resident investors do not require any approvals or registration
for investing in government issuances in Indonesia. Given the easy access, it
is not surprising that FIIs in government bonds are the highest in Indonesia
at 32.5%. Malaysia is second at 29.4%. The government and regulatory bodies
in Indonesia and Malaysia proactively work towards improving the market in
terms of liquidity and enabling better access to all investors
• Sub-Government holds a sizeable proportion of securities only in South Korea
at 20.2%.

Depth of Indian Government Securities Market

On account of several public debts raised annually, the size of government
securities market is large in India. The internal debt of central government
was Rs.42.5 trillion (37.4% of GDP) and external debt stood at Rs. 3.7
trillion (3.3% of GDP) at end of March 2014.
Table 3 : Ownership Pattern of Government Securities in India (per cent)
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Commercial Banks

42.51

38.85

38.03

38.42

36.28

34.5

35.42

Bank-Primary Dealers

8.41

8.05

9.22

8.61

9.83

9.36

9.04

Non-Bank PDs

0.34

0.29

0.14

0.11

0.10

0.11

0.11

Insurance Companies

24.78

23.20

22.16

22.22

21.08

18.56

19.54

Mutual Funds

0.79

0.82

0.40

0.18

0.17

0.68

0.78

Cooperative Banks

3.22

2.92

3.35

3.41

2.98

2.81

2.76

Financial Institutions

0.41

0.41

0.35

0.35

0.37

0.75

0.72

Corporate

3.48

4.72

2.99

1.94

1.38

1.14

0.79

FIIs

0.52

0.24

0.59

0.97

0.88

1.61

1.68

Provident Funds

6.38

6.59

6.76

7.06

7.45

7.37

7.18

RBI

4.78

9.71

11.76

12.84

14.41

16.99

16.06

Others

4.37

4.20

4.24

3.89

5.07

6.12

5.92

Total

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Category

Source: finmin.nic.in

•

•
•
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The share of ownership of commercial banks has substantially declined
while that of RBI has increased. The banking system together (including
RBI, primary dealers, co-operative banks etc) owns more than 63% of the
government securities
The balance is largely owned by insurance companies and provident funds
The share of corporate as well as individuals is relatively low
March 2015

As the above table depicts, banks;
insurance companies; provident
funds etc., are the major subscribers
of government securities market.
Because of the above ownership
pattern, broadening of market
hasn’t taken place. The prime reason
is that the investors are not willing
to invest as the Indian debt market
suffers from several deficiencies
which include lack of liquidity and
non-transparency as compared to
the equity market.

Incidentally, a word about
Yield Curve

The yield curve of government
securities measures expectation of
future interest rate, in given current
market situation. It is used as a
benchmark for other debt in the
market, such as mortgage rates or
bank lending rates. Thus, the shape
of the curve is an important indicator
reflecting expected performance
of the economy. Knowing how
the yield curve moves, helps in
understanding the future interest rate
dynamics better. In addition to future
expectation on growth and inflation,
yield curve may also be driven by
liquidity preference in the short term.
It is known that the yield curve keeps
changing from time to time; however,
if the yield curve is static, there is less
liquidity in the market.
In the second half of 2013, India’s
yield curve was inverted; now it has
flattened out a bit as short-term rates
are relatively lower. India currently
has a regulated market, however
if there is a free market situation
there will be full convertibility in
exchange rate attracting foreign
investors which will lead to high
market volatility. Thus, in order to
curb such a situation, interest rate
derivatives would play a major role
to hedge the risk.

Municipal Debt Issuance

The size of municipal bond issue is
still in the nascent stage. But going
forward given the dimension of
urban infrastructure requirements,
there is going to be enormous
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need for raising fund through such
avenue. Hence creation of healthy
market for municipal bond issue is
of critical importance.
The major sources of revenue to
the Urban Local Bodies (ULBs)
are property tax, profession tax,
advertisement, user charges, fees
for usage of municipal assets and
facilities, assigned revenues like
share of entertainment tax, stamp
duty etc., devolution and grants-inaid. Traditionally, ULBs have relied
on the grants and subsidized funds
provided by the Central and State
Government for providing the basic
urban services. In addition, ULBs
borrow funds from development
financial institutions, multilateral and
bilateral funding agencies, through
Central and State Government. ULBs
are also entitled to borrow through
issuance of Municipal Bonds.

An Overview of the
Municipal Bond Issues

Several
ULBs
and
utility
organizations have issued bonds that
so far have mobilized over Rs.13,531
million through taxable bonds, taxfree bonds and pooled financing.
No.

Type of Bond
Issuances

Amount Raised
(Rs. Millions)

1

Taxable bonds

4,450

2

Tax-free bonds

6,495

3

Pooled finance

2,586

TOTAL

13,531

Source: National Institute of Urban

Affairs (NIUA); Vaidya, C. and Vaidya,
H. (2010), “Market-Based Financing of
Urban Infrastructure in India” in Kochar,
S. and Ramchandran, M. (Ed.), Building
from the Bottom, Academic Foundation,
New Delhi, India.

The gradual increase in urban
population is likely to put strain on
urban infrastructure. This will lead to
increase in demand for urban services
including roads, transportation, water
supply, sanitation, health care etc. In
order to tackle the situation, urban
planners are required to formulate
appropriate plans and execution
thereof. One of the issues before urban
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planners is financing The UN World Population Prospects – 2012
of such infrastructure. revision puts the projected urban population in
India to 814 million by the year 2050.
The
Steering
Committee on Urban
Development for the
XII- Five Year Plan
of India (2012-2017),
has estimated that
total fund requirement
for
implementation
of the Plan target in
respect to urban water
supply, sewerage and
sanitation,
drainage
and
solid
waste
management is Rs.
15 billion (approx).
This
will
enable
funds, pension funds and insurance
development of smart cities to entail companies park their investments.
substantial expenditure for creation Many wealthy investors such as HNIs
of urban infrastructure such as water (high net worth individuals) and
supply, sanitation, public health, roads institutional investors are attracted
transportation etc. One of the principal towards the Municipal bonds due to
concerns for such development of the tax free status of such bonds.
smaller towns into smart cities would
Tax Free Municipal Bonds
be the source of financing. During
the past, concerned authorities have Issuances
used various modes of financing The Government of India, in order
such as Public Private Partnership to boost the municipal bond market,
(PPP) through infrastructure bonds, allowed the municipalities to issue
budgetary support etc.
tax-free municipal bonds. The central
As per the World Bank report, government amended the Income
expectations related to municipal Tax Act (1961 vide the Finance Act
borrowing in India are high, whereas 2000), whereby interest income from
the actual level of borrowing activity bonds issued by local authorities was
is currently very low. There is a exempted from income tax.
massive need for capital investment in The GOI issued guidelines for
municipal infrastructure to meet their issue of tax-free municipal bonds
financing needs.
in February 2001. These guidelines
Conservative Indian investor mainly stipulate eligible issuers, use of funds,
invests in fixed deposits, small saving essential pre-conditions, maturing
schemes or gold. Bonds issued by period, buy-back, nature of issue
Municipalities having good financial and tax benefits, ceiling amount for a
track record would be a good project, compulsory credit rating, and
alternative investment opportunity external monitoring of the tax-free
for such conservative investors, as it municipal bond.
provides reasonable return with less Further, the guidelines issued by
risk, which in turn may accelerate the Ministry of Urban Development
capital markets. Many philanthropic, (MOUD) for issuance of Tax free
religious and socially active investors Bonds by Municipal Bodies in 2014
can choose to invest in Municipal provides that only bonds carrying
Bonds, depending on their altruistic interest rate upto maximum 8% per
objective of helping institutions like annum shall be eligible for notification
schools, hospitals, parks etc.
by the CBDT (Central Board of Direct
Further, Municipal Bonds will also Taxation) as tax free Bonds. The
be good add-on to the universe of Corporate Bonds and Securitization
instruments, in which the provident Advisory Committee (CoBoSAC) of
SEBI was of the view that such fixed
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rate of 8%, in the prevailing scenario
is too less for investors to get attracted
to Municipal bonds and therefore it
suggested that the rate on such tax
free bonds may not be restricted to
8% and there may be a flexibility in
setting interest rate cap by linking it to
a benchmark market rate.

Credit Rating of Municipalities
in India
Credit rating of municipalities reveals
the strength, weaknesses and prospects
of the municipal corporations to
potential lenders, investors or partners.
It is a vital determinant of cost of
borrowing when the municipalities
try to access capital markets. A credit
rating of municipalities increases
their choice of debt instruments, be
it bond, pooled finance instrument
or commercial bank loan at favorable
terms of borrowing.
In 1997, CRISIL drawing upon the
experiences of its partner, Standard
and Poor‘s Rating Services of USA,
undertook an exploratory exercise
to evaluate the operation quality of
municipal entities in India for the
first time, with a view to explore
the feasibility of expanding the
horizons of its rating operations. It
involved the Ahmadabad Municipal
Corporation (AMC) and other
municipal corporations in formulating
what it called, a framework for
municipal credit evaluation, and laid
out the groundwork for credit rating
of municipalities and project specific
debt issues. CRISIL and two other
credit rating agencies namely, ICRA
and CARE have developed their own
criteria and systems for evaluating the
creditworthiness of municipalities.
At present, Credit ratings for the
municipal
corporations/municipal
councils of the 63 JNNURM
(Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban
Renewal Mission) cities are being
released regularly which shows that
only 40% of them have been rated as
investment grade. Certain constraints
e.g. perpetual operational deficit of
ULBs, absence of required skills
required to understand the commercial
borrowing market and structuring debt
obligations, lack of professionalism in
the management of cost and finance,
20
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restricted autonomy of ULBs to
decide on their own revenues etc.
leads towards a low rating for the
corporations. Getting a good rating
gives municipalities an extra mileage
as they can raise capital at lower cost.
It also helps municipalities negotiate
various contracts in favourable terms.
Ultimately, all these lead towards a
greater and sustainable civic benefit
through rapid urbanization.

Direction of Policy Reforms
Evident changes need to be made in
the structure of these markets so as to
grow the debt market segment. Some
of them are mentioned below:
• Currently the Indian Government

•

•

•

•

•

•

securities market is disintegrated with
many illiquid issues. Thus, auctions
with defined benchmark maturity: five
years, ten years, twenty years must be
conducted in order to improve the
market situation.
In order to expand gilt markets, facility
must also be made to electronically
invest in Government Securities.
Also, as adopted by the United States
and Europe, development of repo and
reverse repo transactions is essential
to strengthen Government securities
in India.
Currently retail investor is not present
directly and comes in more through
the mutual fund route. This needs to
change which can be done through
investor education
An added challenge is absence of
effective and reliable bankruptcy
redressal
structure.
Thus
comprehensive measures and policies
need to be adopted which ensure
faster resolution of bankruptcy cases.
Creation of comprehensive and
centralized data base with all data
on individual issuances will improve
information dissemination and better
market transparency.
It is of a great concern that the
government securities market in
India are spread among only few
sectors like – commercial banks, life
insurance company and RBI, whereas
in United States it spreads among a
wide spectrum. Thus, it is essential
to broaden institutional ownership
through which government can
raise large amount of capital. This

can be done if there is higher level
of authenticity, transparency and
reliability which can be attained by
adopting International Public Sector

Accounting Standards (IPSAS).

Conclusion
In India, the Reserve Bank considers
that well functioning markets for
government securities are necessary
for both effective government
debt management and monetary
management. Developing a liquid
bond market goes much beyond
financing government deficits at
lower costs. It can be attained if
there is a developed government
securities market with a large investor
base. Thus, there is a need to change
the structure of the market as well
as broadening of the market which
ultimately will affect India to lead in
securities standards.
With an adoption of IPSAS the level
of accountability and transparency
in public sector will increase, hence
strengthening good governance.
It will expose government and
finance officers to greater public
scrutiny thereby making them more
accountable for efficiency and
effectiveness of their services. The
adoption of IPSAS will serve as the
foundation for financial reporting
system and equally build trust between
the government and the citizens.
Thus, as rightly quoted by-Henry
Kissinger
If you control oil, you control whole nation;
if you control food, you control people; if you
control money, you control entire world; but,
If you do not have a solid and robust
internationally accepted public accounting
system, you have no control over the public
money…!!
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Global Trade and Investment
Trends......
Dr. Prakash Hebalkar

This column focuses on trends in trade and
investments in the past month.
In an otherwise tepid global
economic environment, excluding
the USA, economic observers were
delighted even by small surprises
such as in China and Europe.
China’s manufacturing
surprises with growth in
February
Feb 25, 2015 07:50 | Source:
CNBC
China’s manufacturing sector
expanded for the first time in
four months in February, a private
survey showed on Wednesday.  The
flash HSBC Purchasing Managers’
Index (PMI) rose to 50.1 from
January’s 49.7 final reading, above
the 50-mark which demarcates
expansion from contraction, and
better than a Reuters poll expecting
a reading of 49.5.  Factory activity
contracted in both January
and December, after stalling in
November. But
the
new export orders subindex shrank for the
first time since April last
year, skidding to 47.1,
signalling that external
demand remains weak.

Qu, chief economist of China
& co- head of Asian Economic
Research at HSBC. “However,
domestic economic activity is likely
to remain sluggish and external
demand looks uncertain.”  “We
believe more policy easing is still
warranted at the current stage to
support growth,” he added. China’s
Shanghai Composite index pared
losses to bounce into positive
territory, while Hong Kong’s Hang
Seng index held near the flatline.
Eurozone growth surprises
markets as Germany steps on
gas

surveyed by Bloomberg News
predicted growth of 0.2%. The
Greek economy unexpectedly
shrank 0.2%.
“This is a thunderbolt,” Unicredit
economist Andreas Rees said.
“Some spoke of
possible
recession after the summer but
instead Germany rebounded. The
fact that the growth comes mainly
from the domestic economy gives
strong grounds for optimism.”
Source: business.financialpost.com

The euro-area economy picked up
momentum at the end of last year,
with Germany reasserting itself as
the driver of growth, offsetting
weakness in Greece and Italy.

Contract negotiators for U.S. West
Coast ports reached tentative deal.
As a result, it removed an avoidable
obstacle to holding up the level of
international trade - cargo loads that
normally take two days to unload
clear were held up for many weeks
because of the go-slow.

Gross domestic product rose
0.3% in the fourth quarter after
expanding 0.2% in the previous
three months, the European
Union’s statistics office in
Luxembourg said Friday. Analysts

(Reuters) - U.S. West Coast ports
will resume full operations from
Saturday February 21st evening
after a tentative labor deal was
reached between a dockworkers
union and a group of shippers,

“Today’s data point to a
marginal improvement
in
the
Chinese
manufacturing
sector
going into the Chinese
New Year period in
February,” said Hongbin
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easing months of disruptions to
trans-Pacific trade that have hit
businesses from automakers to
meat exports.
The agreement involving 29 ports
was announced late on Friday in a
joint statement by the two sides. It
was reached three days after U.S.
Labor Secretary Thomas Perez
arrived in San Francisco to broker
a deal with the help of a federal
mediator who had joined the talks
six weeks earlier.
The 20,000 dockworkers covered
by the tentative five-year labor
accord have been without a
contract since July. Tensions
arising from the talks have played
out since last fall in chronic cargo
backups that increasingly slowed
freight traffic at the ports.
According to the American
Association of Port Authorities,
some $3.8 billion worth of
goods move in and out of U.S.
seaports each day. The West
Coast ports handle nearly half
of all U.S. maritime trade and
more than 70 percent of the
country’s Asian imports.

organisations get control of these
builtin “land-mines”.
On the technology front, one
technology stood out. This is the
quadracopter, commonly called a
civilian drone, which is in focus as
a tool for monitoring of pipelines
or forests and the like, for traffic
management and for small deliveries
especially of emergency medical
supplies in disaster situations.
Quadracopters are, surprisingly to
many, a very old technology. They
were first introduced in the 1920s.
1920 - Oemichen No. 2
• Had 4 rotors and 8 propellers all
driven by one motor
• Over 1000 Successful flights
• First recorded FAI distance record
of 360m in 1924 for a helicopter
• Very Stable for the Time
• Designed by Etienne Oemichen
• US Air force Project
Today’s quadcopter:

Feb.14, 2015 The Department of
Transportation’s Federal Aviation
Administration has proposed a
framework of regulations that
would allow routine use of certain
small unmanned aircraft systems
(UAS) in today’s aviation system,
while maintaining flexibility to
accommodate future technological
innovations. The FAA proposal
offers safety rules for small UAS
(under 55 pounds) conducting
non-recreational
operations.
The rule would limit flights
to daylight and visual-lineof-sight operations. It also
addresses height restrictions,
operator certification, optional
use of a visual observer, aircraft
registration and marking, and
operational limits.
profitechconsultants@gmail.com
The author is a Public Policy consultant
and President of
ProfiTech, a strategic
consultancy
also
Member
of
the
MEDC
Economic
Digest Committee.

With recent disclosures of large
scale theft of data relating to large
numbers of credit cards at large
stores like Target, the retail industry
has been duly alarmed.
Cybersecurity has become an even bigger
concern in recent times, with the
discovery that spy-code has been
embedded deep inside computers
and cell phones. The disk controller
software in desktop computers
and SIM cards in mobile phones
have been found to be infected
deliberately by spy agencies. Apart
from the political dangers, there is
a real concern about the disruptive
potential of these in the financial
economy if malicious individuals or
22
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The Budget 2015-16
-Realistically Aspirational !

T

Mr. Sunil Bhandare

he Finance Minister has
received many accolades
for what is clearly the NDA
government’s first full-fledged budget
– the previous one was predominantly
considered to be a carry forward of
the UPA II government’s budget.
The widespread acclaim, especially
from eminent experts, professionals
and business and industry, suggests
that the FM’s budgetary strategy is
comprehensive, all-inclusive in the
mould of Sabaka Sath Sabaka Vikas,
directional in reforms, longer-term in
its perspective and growth oriented.
At the same time, he has deftly sought
to calibrate the daunting trinity of
growth, equity [social security] and
fiscal discipline.
In a sense, the tenor and the tune of
the budgetary strategy unveiled by the
FM largely find their reflections in an
eloquently optimistic assessment of
the economy in the latest Economic
Survey. The Survey observes right
upfront thus:“India has reached a
sweet spot – rare in the history of nations
– in which it could finally be launched on a
double-digit medium-term growth trajectory.
This trajectory would allow the country to
attain the fundamental objectives of ‘wiping
every tear from every eye’ of the still poor and
vulnerable, while affording the opportunities
for icreasingly young, middle-class, and
aspirational India to realize its limitless
potential”. Keeping this in view, let’s
observe what truly are the key features
of India’s summarised economic
performance balance sheet for
2014-15:
Yes, the FM is perfectly legitimate in
proclaiming that “we have turned around
the economy dramatically, restoring macroeconomic stability and creating the conditions
for sustainable poverty elimination, job
creation and durable double-digit economic
growth. Domestic and international investors
are seeing us with renewed interest and hope”.
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Positives …. yes

But …. Negatives also formidable

1. Distinctive political stability

1. Political constraints to reforms – NDA’s
inadequate Rajya Sabha numbers.
Even its coalition partners often sing
divergent tunes

2. New national accounts
numbers inspiring – real GDP
growth projected at 7.4% in
2014-15

2. Credibility issues re: superlative growth
recovery; Not in conformity with virtual
industrial stagnation and negative foodgrains output growth.

2. Inflation reined in – both WPI
[-0.39%] and CPI [5.1%] on
y-o-y Jan 2015

2. The RBI not fully convinced – very
cautious in reducing key policy rates

3. End of high interest rate cycle
– a welcome beginning

3. Anxiety about how much and how
far would be the drop in general
interest rates structure? Its impact on
investment revival

4. International crude oil prices
almost at half of that on the
eve of the previous budget – a
signficant budgetary bonanza

4. Fiscal deficit target still under pressure
– lack of tax buoyancy in the midst
of revenue expenditure pressures &
larger devolution of tax revenues to the
States

5. Current account deficit [CAD]
falling – the ratio of GDP likely
to be ~1.3% of GDP and forex
reserves at an all-time high of
> US$340 billion

5. Reflection of low level external
equilibrium. Stagnant exports growth
reflecting global economic uncertainty,
trade slow down & lack of competitive
manufacturing sector

6. Capital inflows rising

6. Predominantly FIIs, and not FDI

7. Investment confidence high
– stock markets scaling new
heights

7. Actual investment revival not yet
visible – investment ratio lowest over
last five years. Projects stalled - want
of various clearances

8. Promises of huge potential a la
“Make in India” infrastructure,
defence production …

8. Policy details on financing, revised PPP
models, defence offset, etc. yet to be
worked out. A huge work-in-progress,
as is also evident from the FM’s budget
speech

But he certainly cannot be unmindful
of the challenges, and, amongst these
most overwhelming is the severely
constrained fiscal space. In turn, this
undermines the flexibility of budgetary
strategy, especially the capacity to
steer the public spending driven
investment revival and infrastructure
development. It is against this
backdrop, this article seeks to reflect
on [a] the budgetary arithmetic for the
year 2015-16; and [b] implications of
FM’s budgetary strategy on the overall

scenario of economic growth, with
specific reference to infrastructure
and manufacturing resurgence.

Budgetary Arithmetic: An
Overview
Since expectations from the budget
were running high, it is imperative to
begin our assessment by highlighting
some of the most critical constraints
of the Central Govt.’s budgetary
arithmetic. Even granting that many
of these are now fairly well-known,
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reduce the key policy rates. Fourth, as
a consequence, while capital receipts
would represent almost 36 rupees out
of every 100 rupees of total receipts,
capital expenditure is going to be even
less than rupees 14 out of every 100
rupees of total
[Rs. Billion]
2013-14
2014-15 2015-16
expenditure.
[Actuals]
[RE]
[BE]
There
would,
A. Revenue Receipts
10,147
11,263
11,416
thus, a persistent
B. Capital Receipts
5,447
5,549
6,359
diversion
of
good
capital
Total Receipts/
15,594
16,812
17,775
resources away
Expenditure [A+B or C+D]
from
capital
C. Revenue Expenditure
13,718
14,888
15,360
expenditure.
D. Capital Expenditure
1,877
1,924
2,414
Surely,
such
Revenue Deficit [A-C]
3,570
3,625
3,945
challenges
of
[3.1%]
[2.9%]
[2.8%]
structural
Fiscal Deficit*
5,029
5,126
5,556
rigidities of the
[4.4%]
[4.1%]
[3.9%]
budget cannot
* Represents Central Govt.’s borrowings and other liabilities; and comprise of
be corrected in
capital receipts as shown above less [recoveries of loans and other capital receipts]
the short-run.
Note: Figures in brackets represent ratios to GDP at current market prices.
Indeed, to some
extent these have
What does transpire from this macro been aggravated further in 2015fiscal numbers? First, out of every 16 by the the Fourteenth Finance
100 rupees of expenditure, over Commission’s [FFC] far-reaching
86 rupees would be pre-empted recommendations. The most notable
by revenue spending [interest amongst these relates to an increase
payments, subsidies, defence services, in the share of divisible pool of taxes
establishment expenses, pensions, accruing to the States from present
social services, etc.]. Second, out of 32% to 42%. This is the steepest and
every 100 rupees of total expenditure unprecedented hike in transfer of
[or total receipts raised] only about 64 tax revenues to the States. Together,
rupees would accrue from revenue with grants, the total devolution of
receipts comprising tax revenues resources from the Center to the
and non-tax revenues – the latter States works out to as much as 47%
comprising of dividends and profits as compared to 39.5% under the
of PSUs, interest receipts, other dispensation of the previous Finance
non-tax revenues, etc. Third, given Commission.
the mismatch between revenue In the words of FM, in quantitative
receipts and revenue expenditure terms “the devolution to the States would
i.e a gap of as much as 22 rupees be of the order of Rs.5.24 lakh crore in
would be covered by capital receipts 2015-16 as against the devolution of
– mostly public borrowings or fiscal Rs.3.38 lakh crore as per revised estimates
deficit.
of 2014-15. Another Rs.3.04 lakh crore
In other words, a substantial part would be transferred by way of grants and
of revenue expenditure would plan transfers. Thus, total transfer to the
continue to be funded through States will be about 62% of the total tax
public borrowings. In turn, this would receipts of the country”. Experts have
continue to generate chronic fiscal also estimated that the extent of
pressures, thereby keeping pressures dent on fiscal resouces of the Central
on interest rates and crowding out Govt. equivalent to 0.9% of GDP.
private investment. Incidentally, the The moot point is how prudently the
softening of inflation rate, as envisaged States would use their such extra
by FM – the CPI inflation rate at 5% resource gains, and consequent
by end of fiscal year 2015-16 – per se fiscal autonomy for enhancing
offers limited scope for the RBI to their developmental objectives. Will
we need to specially highlight the
same in the context of 2015-16
budget estimates with a view to
recognizing the FM’s tighrope walk
on the fiscal space. [Please see the
table below]
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they not fritter away these valuable
resources for populist programs?
Despite such large fiscal dent, the
FM has done well to calibrate
his budgetary strategy, and,
among other things, has sought
to continue supporting important
national priorities such as agriculture,
education, health, MGNREGA, rural
infrastructure including roads, and
programmes targeted for the poor
and the under-privileged. Also, the
budget envisages a sharp step up of as
much as 35.5% in Central Plan Outlay
from the revised estimate of Rs.4268
billion in 2014-15 to Rs.5784 billion
in 2015-16. To make up for this fiscal
burden, however, the FM has decided
to phase out his commitment towards
fiscal consolidation over a longer time
horizon. Thus, the FM points out “I
will complete the journey to a fiscal deficit
of 3% in 3 years, my targets are 3.9% for
2015-16; 3.5% for 2016-17; and 3.0% for
2017-18. The additional fiscal space will go
towards funding infrastructure investment”.
Inthecontextof amajortransformational
shift in the fiscal balance between the
Center and the States, one need not be
so critical about a modest change in the
road-map of fiscal consolidation. But
at the same time, this can not become
an excuse for not striving relentlessly
towards qualitative improvement
in expenditure management a la
further rationalisation and reduction
of subsidies, better control over
administrative spending, enhancing
capex on infrastructure development,
etc.

Reforms, Growth and Equity
The budget surely has numerous
dimensions. From our perspective,
what strikes most are some of its strong
underpinnings – what one would like
to describe as four strategic pillars!
This framework would not only
facilitate acceleration of the reforms
process, but
more importantly,
deliver its positive longer-term impact
on growth and equity in the economy:
first, the metmorphic change in fiscal
and financial decentralisation, key
features of which have been already
been dealt with earlier; second,
the thrust on public spending on
infrastructure development and
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unlocking the potential of Public
Private Partnership [PPP] models;
third, creation of more comfortable
and promising business environment
for corporate and non-corporate
enterprises; and fourth, expanding the
scope of social sector initiatives, and
in particular, the proposed creation
of universal social security system for
all Indians, specially the poor and the
under-privileged, be it Pradhan Mantri
Suraksha Bima Yojana, Pradhan
Mantri Jeevan Jyoti Bima Yojana or
Senior Citizen Welfare Fund.
Let us now turn our focus on issues
of infrastructure development,
as we strongly believe that this
would be a powerful trigger for an
investment led growth momentum.
The FM recognises the pressing
need to increase public investment in
infrastructure, especially when private
investment via the PPP model has
remained weak for the past several
years. As a result, not just the overall
investment cycle has stumbled, but
growth potential of various sectors,
especially of manufacturing and
agriculture, has languished. There
are essentially four components
of budgetary proposals. First, a
large budgetary support for a step
up in public investment – the thrust
is largely on roads and railways,
where the budgetary support would
increase by ~Rs.140 bn and ~Rs.100
bn, respectively. At the same time,
the CAPEX of PSUs is projected
to expand by ~Rs.808 billion over
2014-15 [RE] to Rs. 3179 bn in 201516. In substance, from the Centre’s
Funds and CPSEs’ resources, total
infrastructure investment would
increase by as much as Rs.700 bn
in 2015-16 over the previous year.
Second, the budget proposes to
establish a National Investment and
Infrastructure Fund (NIIF), and
for which an annual flow of Rs. 200
bn would be ensured. In turn, this
would enable the NIIF to raise debt,
and which, in turn, would catalyse
equity investment in infrastructure
finance companies such as the IRFC
and NHB. The infrastructure finance
companies can then leverage this
extra equity, many fold. Third, the
budget propsose issuance of tax-free
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infrastructure bonds for the projects
in rail, road and irrigation sectors.
Fourth, the reform of PPP mode of
infrastructure development, in which
the major issue rebalancing of risk
would be addressed. It is proposed
that in infrastructure projects, the
sovereign would bear a major part of
the risk without, of course, absorbing
it entirely.
In addition, the budget proposes to
establish with an initial allocation
of Rs.1.50 bn, the Atal Innovation
Mission (AIM) in NITI, which would
be an Innovation Promotion Platform
involving academics, entrepreneurs,
and researchers and draw upon
national and international experiences
to foster a culture of innovation, R&D
and scientific research in India. The
platform will also promote a network
of world-class innovation hubs and
Grand Challenges for India.
Further, to boost power capacity, it is
also proposed to set up five new Ultra
Mega Power Projects, each of 4000
MWs in the plug-and-play mode.
All clearances and linkages will be in
place before the project is awarded by
a transparent auction system. This is
expected to unlock investments of
about Rs.1000 bn. The government
would also consider similar plug-andplay projects in other infrastructure
areas such as roads, ports, rail lines,
airports etc.

Striving for Manufacturing
Resurgence
Apart from the trigger that can be
expected from the infrastructure
investment strategy, the budget has
many positive tax and non-tax
proposals, which are going to build
promising investment climate for
manufacturing resurgence. We would
specifically like to highlight [a] the
decision to cut corporate income tax
to 25% from 30% over four years and
removal all exemptions with a view to
simplifying direct taxation regime; [b]
the proposed implementation of GST
from 2016-17, which would simplify
the indirect tax regime; [c] deferrment
of implementation of General AntiAvoidance Rules [GAAR] till April 1,
2017; [d] simplification of taxation
issues of foreign portfolio investors;

[e] a series of initiatives aimed towards
ease of doing business such as the
e-Biz Portal integrating 14 regulatory
permissions at one source and the
proposed appointment of an Expert
Committee to examine the possibility
and prepare a draft legislation where
the need for multiple prior permissions
can be replaced with a pre-existing
regulatory mechanism; and so on.
The manufacturing sector would
also gain if RBI responds to the
moral suasion of the Ministry of
Finance to cut the key policy rates.
We believe that if the CPI inflation
remains anchored around 5% range
on a sustainable basis, the interest
rates would soften by at least 75 basis
to 100 basis points in the course
of the year. Equally importantly,
amongst various measures intended
to strenthen the financial sector,
including the proposals for a
comprehensive Bankruptcy Code,
registered Non-Banking Financial
coming under SARFAESI Act, 2002,
monetisation of gold, etc. would go
long way in improving investment
climate for the manufacturing
sector. So, also the GIFT in Gujarat
actually becoming an International
Finance Centre comparable with
similar centers in Singapore or Dubai
would bring about signficant gains to
corporate India in raising international
capital at competitive cost.
The budget, as is to be expected,
contains series of adjustments/
hikes in indirect taxes [excises,
customs and service tax] with its
varying impact on different industries.
Along with budget’s other features
highlighted earlier, the overa-all
impact is unlikely to be adverse. At
worse, it would be neutral for several
industries like automobiles, energy,
metals and mining, cement, etc. and
only modestly adverse on some of
the consumer products. Perhaps, it is
the most appropriate time for those
existing players in the manufacturing
sector to revive their investment
plans and for new aspirants to engage
in firming up their proposals.

Concluding Observations
In summing up, the Budget 2015-16
is unique in many ways, but more
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importantly for unveiling the longerterm aspirational perspective before
the country. Despite the onerous
burden of massive devolution of
tax revenues to the States, the FM
has crafted well-balanced fiscal
architecture. He can now steer public
investment
driven
infrastructre
development and ensure crowding in
of private investments through series
of explict policy actions in the budget.
He has fortuitously been helped
by two crucial factors: [a] the fiscal
windfall of crashing crude oil prices;
and [b] the “sentimental” boost from
the signficantly upward revision of

growth numbers of the economy in
2014-15.
Going forward, there always would
be some major pitfalls in a dynamic
economic scenario, be it the downside
risks of financial turmoil in some
part of the world, reversal of
international crude oil prices or near
home, yet another bad monsoon
in the coming fiscal year. Also, the
NDA government can not take
for granted the political stability.
Indeed, it has to nurture it carefully by
taking on board the opposition parties
on several politically tough policy
reforms. Also, there is so much of

work-in-progress as many important
budget proposals are required to be
brought to fruition. In substance,
the budget’s success would be
determined by the deftness of its
implementation …. Till such time
projected real growth of 8 to 8.5%
in 2015-16, and the ambitions of
medium-term trajectory of a double
digit growth would remain only a
dream sequence…..!
sunil.bhandare@gmail.com
The author is Chief Economist in MEDC

contd...from page no. 10

basis of accounting that governs
the Government Finance Statistics
Manual. IPSAS 27 is effective
for annual financial statements
covering periods beginning on
or after 1 April 2011, with earlier
application encouraged.
• IPSAS 28 Financial Instruments:
Presentation. Draws primarily on
IAS 32, establishing principles for
presenting financial instruments
as liabilities or equity, and for
offsetting financial assets and
financial liabilities.
• IPSAS 29 Financial Instruments:
Recognition and Measurement.
Draws primarily on IAS 39,
establishing
principles
for
recognising
and
measuring
financial
assets,
financial
liabilities, and some contracts to
buy or sell non-financial items.
• IPSAS 30 Financial Instruments:
Disclosures. Draws on IFRS
7 and requires disclosures for
the types of loans described
in IPSAS 29. It enables users
to evaluate: the significance of
the financial instruments in the
entity’s financial position and
performance; the nature and
extent of risks arising from
financial instruments to which
the entity is exposed; and how
those risks are managed.
26
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• IPSAS 31 Intangible Assets.
Covers the accounting for and
disclosure of intangible assets.
It is primarily drawn from
IAS 38 Intangible Assets. It also
contains extracts from the SIC
32 Intangible Assets-Web Site Costs,
adding application guidance
and illustrations that have not
yet been incorporated into the
IAS. At this point, IPSAS 31
does not deal with uniquely
public sector issues, such as
powers and rights conferred by
legislation, a constitution, or by
equivalent means; the IPSASB
will reconsider the applicability
of the standard to these powers
and rights in the context of its
conceptual framework project,
which is currently in progress.
• IPSAS 32 Service Concession
Arrangements:
Grantor.
Provides for the recognition,
measurement, and disclosure of
service concession assets and
related liabilities, revenues, and
expenses by the grantor. The
criteria in IFRIC 12 Service
Concession
Arrangements
for determining whether the
operator controlled the asset
used in a service concession
arrangement are also used in
IPSAS 32 to assess whether the

grantor controlled the asset.
IPSAS 32 also creates symmetry
with IFRIC 12 on relevant
accounting issues (i.e. liabilities,
revenues, and expenses) from
the grantor’s point of view. In
addition, IPSAS 32 is consistent
with SIC-29

Under the Cash Basis of
Accounting:
It establishes requirements for
the preparation and presentation
of a statement of cash receipts
and payments and supporting
accounting policy notes. It also
includes encouraged disclosures that
enhance the cash basis report.
Sarabjit Kaur Hunjan
kaursarabjit17@gmail.com
Sneha Gangar Gala
gangarsneha@gmail.com
Vandita Shrivastava
vandita1709@gmail.com
Amrita Paul
amreetapaul@gmail.com
Preeti Shrivastava
shrivastavapreeti08@gmail.com
The authors are trainee economists at
MEDC
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Executive Summary - MDP 2034

The Greater Mumbai, Draft Development Plan 2034
1. Introduction
The Municipal Corporation for
Greater Mumbai has prepared Draft
Development Plan 2034 following
the provisions of The Maharashtra
Regional and Town Planning Act, 1966.
The DP 2034 covers the jurisdiction of
the Municipal Corporation of Greater
Mumbai, excluding the areas under
Special Planning Authorities appointed
under section 40 of the MR&TP Act
1966.
The main outputs of the DP 2034 are
presented in the form of report in two
volumes and a set of plans as detailed
below:

Report on Greater Mumbai Draft
Development Plan 2034 -Volume
I

Part I, Context and Challenges: This
part of the report includes assessment
of the existing situation and gaining an
understanding of issues and challenges
that Greater Mumbai is expected to
face over the next two decades. This
includes assessment of distribution
of land use (conducted through an
extensive primary survey), population,
employment and challenges pertaining
to spatial provision for social and
physical infrastructure, transport and
environment of Greater Mumbai.
These issues have been addressed at
Greater Mumbai, Ward and Planning
Sector levels.
Part II, Visualizing the Future,
includes population and employment
projections for 2034, articulating
objectives for the Development Plan,
and establishing principles for the
formulation of proposals.
Part III, Proposals: This includes
proposals for Land use, provision of
land for public purpose including Roads
including D.C.R.s including F.S.I. and
Zoning, financing the implementation
of Development Plan. Following
this, a framework for monitoring and
evaluation of plan implementation has
been elaborated
Development Control Regulations
-Volume II
• General Development Control
27
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(Part - I )

•

Regulations
Special Development Control
Regulations

•

A Set of Plans
•

•

Proposed Land Use Plan showing
the proposed land use zones and
lands designated and reserved for
public purposes;
Proposed FSI Plan with delineation
of Transit Oriented Development
zones and zones for local area
Planning.

2. Past Experiences
The
earliest
legal
instruments
introduced in Mumbai date back to
Bombay Municipal Corporation Act of
1888 and the Bombay Town Planning
Act (BTP Act) of 1915. However,
preparation of formal development
plans commenced with the BTP Act
1954, coming into force in 1957. The
first Development Plan (DP 1967) for
Bombay was sanctioned in 1967. DP
1967 was revised as per the mandate of
the MR&TP Act 1966 and sanctioned
in parts from 1991 to 1994. A review
of past Development Plans reveals that
both, DP 1967 and DP 1991 followed
similar approaches explained as under:
• Both DP 1967 and DP 1991 set a lower

•

limit for the projected populations
than what the trend suggested.
Both plans had as a key premise the
decongestion of the Island City and
promotion of development in the
Suburbs.
Floor Space Index (FSI) was used
as a tool to control developments in
both Development Plans. However,
the approach towards the use of FSI
varied remarkably between the two
Plans. While the DP 1967 prescribed
differential FSIs in the Island City
and in the Suburbs, (ranging from a
high of 4.5 to a low of 0.5, varying
across geographical locations and
uses -residential, commercial and
industrial), the DP 1991, prescribed
low and uniform FSIs across the
Island city and Suburbs (1.33 in the
Island City and 1.0 in the Suburb) thus
assuming FSI as a tool of containment
of growth and density.

•

•

Both Development Plans used the
‘reservation’ as a primary tool for
garnering lands for public purpose. In
the DP 1991, two policy instruments,
“Accommodation Reservation” (AR)
and “Transfer of Development
Rights” (TDR) were introduced with
a view to incentivize private owners
to provide built space for designated
purpose or make available land for
open public purpose respectively.
Incentive FSI and TDR were also used
for rehabilitation of slums and renewal
of older housing stock in dense wards
in the Island City, but these have not
made sufficient headway. Incentive
FSI has also been used to promote
conservation of heritage buildings,
promoting IT and ITES, hospitality
industry, educational and health care
facilities.
Affordable housing was, (and
continues to be) a challenge that both
plans sought to address. Lands for
public housing were reserved in both
DP 1967 and DP 1991. However, DP
1991 permitted land owners to develop
such lands at minimum prescribed
densities with a view to increasing
the supply of smaller dwelling units.
Exemptions under the Urban Land
Ceiling Act also attempted to increase
supply of smaller dwelling units.
However both these measures did not
yield perceptible results.
Guided by the goal of restraining
population to 9.8 million, DP 1991limiteddevelopment to corridors along
the railway networks to take advantage
of existing public transport networks.
Environmental
considerations
prevented development of coastal
areas. As a result land and FSI
remained as designed for population
of 9.8 million while population itself
crossed 12 million. The resultant
scarcity of development rights might
have reflected in the housing prices
and the affordability

3. Approach and Methodology

Adopted for Plan Preparation

With this background, gaining an
understanding of the existing situation
has been a key premise of the
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Development Plan 2034. A realistic
understanding of the existing situation
would enable the formulation of land
use zoning and regulatory conditions to
meet with real demands for the horizon
period of the Plan. Hence, the plan
preparation exercise conducted primary
and secondary surveys that would
provide precise data at a fine level of
disaggregation. The six key approaches
and methods adopted are listed here:

e) Parametric Urban Analysis: Growth
scenarios were generated through
parametric assessments on the GIS
platform.
A Consultative Approach: The
Municipal Corporation of Greater
Mumbai held consultations with
other Government organizations and
non-profit organizations from time to
time and duly paid attention to their
suggestions.

a) Technology Enabled Decision
Making: A GIS data base serves
as a platform for the integration of
all spatial and non-spatial data for
Greater Mumbai. This data base has in
turn served as a base for conducting
assessments and finally is a key
resource in formulating proposals
and monitoring the implementation
of the Development Plan.
b) Understanding
the
Existing
Context through the Existing Land
Use (ELU) Map: The ELU 2012
captures land use data at the parcel
level. Categories and sub-categories
of land uses included in the ELU
Map were delineated with substantial
degree of detail in order to facilitate
detailed analysis.
c) Disaggregation
of
Greater
Mumbai into 150 Planning Sectors
at the Local Level: The twenty four
(24) administrative wards of Greater
Mumbai were further disaggregated
into 150 Planning Sectors. Assessment
of the existing situation has been
conducted at Greater Mumbai, Ward
and Planning Sector levels. Assessment
of land use distribution, population
and employment distribution, existing
FSI consumption patterns, access
to social and physical infrastructure
have been addressed at Planning
Sector levels. The understanding
of key imperatives arising from this
assessment shall serve as a base for
formulation of proposed land use.
d) A Place Based Approach: With
an objective to understand ‘Places’
in Greater Mumbai, a number of
Urban Fabrics in Greater Mumbai
were identified as places that exhibit
distinctive urban character. These
urban fabrics were studied in detail
to understand and evaluate existing
regulations,
their
impact
and
transformatory impulses.

4. Challenges Ahead of Greater
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Mumbai

Greater Mumbai is witnessing trends
of stabilizing population growth rate
combined with decreasing household
size, increasing workforce participation
rate, and increasing per capita income.
Greater Mumbai has also experienced
marginal increase in proportion
of formal sector employment and
growing aspirations and increasing
demand for space and infrastructure.
Mumbai
has
also
experienced
significant transformation of its
economy. Manufacturing has declined
considerably and services particularly
financial services have expanded. Now
the aspiration is to become international
centre for finance, commerce and
entertainment. This would need to
be enabled by the proposed spatial
structure.
On the other hand there is limited
availability of land in Greater Mumbai.
The City is characterized by inequitable
distribution of space, amenity and
infrastructure demand, given its vast
population that resides in slums. Further,
the significance of its eco-system under
pressure from urbanization and its
protection is imperative.
DP 2034 therefore needs to find
strategies, which promote holistic city
renewal and redevelopment, improved
access to transportation and amenities,
and preservation of its ecology and
environment. Further, provision of
amenities and infrastructure required
to sustain growth is one of the key
challenges of the DP 2034.

5. Vision 2034
The Vision for future development
of Greater Mumbai shall have to
take cognizance of macro and micro

demands of the City, from catering
to its demands of maintaining its
economic primacy to meeting the needs
for better quality of life for its people.
The DP 2034 therefore envisions:
“Greater Mumbai as a Competitive,
Inclusive and Sustainable City.”
The DP2034 serves as a framework
with proposals that shall enable
transformations in Greater Mumbai
that renders it inclusive, healthy, livable
and efficient. Enabling regulatory
conditions that will foster a quality
living environment emerges as one of
the main imperatives.

6. Need for a Paradigm
Shift: The DP as a Broad
Framework
In the face of these challenges will its
strengths enable Mumbai to maintain
its economic primacy, social inclusion
and ecological sustainability? The DP
2034 Greater Mumbai harnesses upon
its strengths and attempts to address
these concerns.
Given uncertainties in the global market
and various technological innovations
that are likely to occur but not known at
present, it is not possible for planners
to be prescriptive and deterministic
about development 20 years ahead
of time. The DP therefore makes a
paradigm shift and conceives it as a
broad framework within which it should
be possible to respond to unfolding
context. The broad categories for land
use zoning, simplification of categories
and sub categories for reservation and
designation of land for public purpose,
and liberalization of the FSI regime are
demonstrations of this paradigm shift.
The objective of the broad framework
is to allow the market to operate in a
competitive manner.
However, it is essential that the DP
has to be accompanied by Sectoral
plans for effective service delivery. The
sectors would include water supply and
sanitation, waste management, roads
and transport, primary education and
healthcare. Effective service delivery
will require attention to both spatial
and non-spatial infrastructure needs.
Although the DP makes provisions
for the spatial needs of infrastructure
sectors for the next 20 years, a sectoral
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plan every 5 – 10 year periods would
be required so as to address concerns
regarding investments and institutional
capacity building for better service
delivery. Consultative process followed
for DP 2034, revealed that, in the
absence of such sectoral plans in the
public domain, the expectations are
that D.P. should also deal with all
such sectoral plans. However that is
impractical. It is therefore envisaged
that these sectoral plans are also placed
in public domain.
As a corollary of the DP as a broad
framework detailed local area plans are
proposed to be prepared as the second
tier of plans. The plans may require
some changes in the DP, its regulatory
framework as also specific investment
programs.
MRTP Act requires that the draft
DP must be published for inviting
objections and suggestion, but does
not require any consultation during the
process of preparation of the Draft
Plan. In the present case however
MCGM followed a proactive process
of consultation as an important input
to the formulation of Draft DP. As a
first step in the consultative process
the Existing Land Use Map was widely
published and displayed providing an
opportunity to concerned citizens to
point out inaccuracies if any in the ELU
map. Preparatory Studies indicating
the future growth scenarios, vision for
DP 2034, issues to be addressed were
also widely publicized. A consultative
workshop was held with stakeholders
belonging to NGOs, academics,
professionals,
concerned
public
authorities and utilities to disseminate
the findings of the Preparatory
Studies. This was followed by thematic
workshops organized by the NGOs
and professionals. Consultative process
was carriedto each ward where people’s
representatives and common citizens
could understand the challenges at the
ward level and express their concerns.
7. Planning Area and Existing Land
Use 2012
Preparation of the base map using
GIS and Quickbird satellite image was
the first step in the commencement
of the DP 2034. The base map was
then utilized as a key part of a toolkit
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in conducting the primary survey for
mapping Existing Land Use 2013.
Existing land use assessed through
extensive field surveys and using GIS
technology is presented in Table 1. The
highlights are:
Greater Mumbai entails a predominantly
mixed land use including residential,
commercial, and office uses. Commercial
and Office Land Use centralities are
primarily observed along major road
and rail network.
Particular attention has therefore been
paid to documentation of Existing
Land Use categories and sub¬categories
of the various land uses of Greater

Mumbai. For example, in order to
capture the ‘mixed’ nature of uses
in Greater Mumbai Mixed Land
Use Categories like RC (ResidentialCommercial), RS (Residential-Shopping)
and RI (Residential Industrial) have been
incorporated. Further, the Residential
Land Use takes into account the wide
range of housing typologies in use in
Greater Mumbai from single¬family
houses to chawls and slums. Similarly,
Existing Land Use categories and
sub-categories have been included
for Educational, Medical and Social
amenities in order to capture detail.
to be continued......

Table 1 : Existing Land Use
Existing Land Use
Categories (2012)

Area (ha)

% of Total
Area

Per Capita
Area (sqm)

% of Developed
Area

Residential –(Total)

10,327.09

24.88

8.30

38.08

Residential (Non-Slum)

6,930.93

16.70

5.51

25.56

Residential (Slum)

3396.16

8.18

2.73

12.52

Commercial

911.46

2.20

0.73

3.36

Offices

360.96

0.87

0.29

1.33

Industrial

2,242.88

5.40

1.80

8.27

Open Spaces

1,537.78

3.70

1.24

5.67

Education Amenities

853.81

2.06

0.69

3.15

Medical Amenities

318.44

0.77

0.26

1.17

Social Amenities

355.81

0.86

0.29

1.31

Public Utilities and Facilities

693.43

1.67

0.56

2.56

5,306.92

12.79

4.27

19.57

Urban Villages

318.42

0.77

0.26

1.17

Primary Activity (P1, P3, P4,
P5 P6, P7)

939.22

2.26

0.75

3.46

Unclassified

1,829.77

4.41

1.47

6.75

Vacant Land (only under
Construction

1,121.97

2.70

0.90

4.14
100.00

Transport and Communication
Facilities

DEVELOPED AREA

27,117.95

65.34

21.79

Natural Areas

11,303.82

27.23

9.08

Vacant Land (excluding
under construction)

2,282.82

5.50

1.83

Primary Activity (P2, P8)

801.11

1.93

0.64

UNDEVELOPED AREA

14,387.75

34.66

11.56

TOTAL PLANNING AREA

41,505.71

100.00

33.36

Area under Special Planning
Authority

4,322.79

9.43

TOTAL MCGM AREA

45,828.49

Per Capita Land available in
Greater Mumbai

36.0 sqm

Per capita available developed
land in Greater Mumbai

21.0 sqm

Part - II of the Execautive Summary will be published in
MEDC Economic Digest, April 2015......
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